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ABSTRACT
The speed of discovery of previously unknown species of galagos (Primates,
Galagidae) over the past two decades has led to a systematic turbulence without
comparison in any other primate group. The primary factor behind the discoveries of new
species stems from the application of galago vocal analysis in species identification.
Based on theories of the Recognition Concept of Species all species have a specific-mate
recognition system (SMRS) that is species-specific - which in galagos include distinctive
advertising calls used by both males and females.
The aim of this study was to qualitatively and quantitatively assess existing
recordings of advertising calls of the two poorly researched galago species Galagoides
sp. nov. 1 (Kalwe galago) of Nhkata Bay, Malawi; G. sp. nov. 3 (Ukinga galago) of Mt
Rungwe, Tanzania; and the possible sub-specific population of G. rondoensis (Rondo
dwarf galago) at Pugu forest reserve (Pugu dwarf galago), Tanzania, in order to establish
their taxonomic rank. Their advertising calls were compared to homologue calls from
established sister taxa from other areas. Since finer grained information of specificity can
be derived from other loud calls, complementary comparisons of other parts of the vocal
repertoire were compared where relevant.
The Kalwe and Ukinga galago differed interspecifically in their advertising calls
compared to their sister taxa on several established intraspecific stabile call variables.
However, few available advertising calls in the Ukinga galagos sister taxon, the mountain
dwarf galago, limited the number of possible comparisons resulting in a lack of statistical
power due to small sample size. This warranted certain precautions in interpretations of
the result until further advertising calls are analyzed.
The Pugu dwarf galago advertising call was found to differ completely from its subspecific counterpart, the Rondo dwarf galago. This finding raised suspicions on whether
the recordings analyzed actually originated from the Pugu dwarf galago or from the
sympatric population of Galagoides zanzibaricus.
The findings from this study emphasize the recognized species diversity within the
primate family Galagidae and stress the importance of elucidating its taxonomy for
current and future habitat preservation and conservation efforts.
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CHAPTER 1

1.1

INTRODUCTION

Project aim
Effective research and conservation work is highly dependent on an updated

taxonomy to provide us with the full scope of the biodiversity to be studied and/or
protected (Bearder, 1999; Groves, 2001; Grubb et al., 2003). The taxonomic status of
Galagoides sp. nov. 1, G. sp. nov. 3 and the Pugu population of G. rondoensis (here after
called the Kalwe, Ukinga, and Pugu dwarf galago) are uncertain. Considering that
vocalization recordings exist of these and their sibling taxa in the Nocturnal Primate
Research Group’s (NPRG) archive, further detailed vocal analysis is possible to shed
light over their taxonomic rank. This dissertation provides quantitative and qualitative
analysis of vocalization data from these three taxa and compares it with the three
taxonomically established sibling taxa G. granti, G. orinus, and the Rondo type
population of G. rondoensis (referred to as Mozambique, mountain dwarf, and Rondo
dwarf galago from here on). Findings are put in context of the populations’ geographic
distribution (Figure 1.1) and suggestions on their taxonomic status are made.

1.2

Structure of this dissertation
A broad general introduction to the history and use of galago vocalization in species

identification is followed by an overview of species, species concepts, and taxonomy of
galagos. This provides a basic framework to understand the general attitude and approach
amongst primatologists and biologist in general towards species and species concepts. An
overview of methodology used in this study for analyzing galago calls (Chapter 2) is
followed by a results section (Chapter 3) that present the findings for each separate taxa
separately and in comparison with its respective sister taxon. The findings from each
pair-wise comparison are discussed separately (Chapter 4). Additional information
relating to certain sections of the dissertation, but not vital in the main body of the project
presentation, are provided in the appendices.
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Figure 1.1 Map showing the region where sampling of galago vocalization took place (map
source: C.I.A., 2003; coordinate and habitat source: Baker and Baker, 2006; Bearder et al.,
2003; Courtenay and Bearder, 1989; Lovett, 1986; Perkin, 2001; Younge et al., 2002).
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1.3

Background
Galagos (Primates, Galagidae) are endemic to Africa and belong to the group of

nocturnal, cryptic, small (< 2 kg), rapidly moving, arboreal prosimian primates similar to
the Asian tarsiers (Tarsiiidae) and the Malagasy mouse and dwarf lemurs
(Cheirogaleidae) (Groves, 2001; Petter and Charles-Dominique, 1979). This diverse and
fascinating group had up to the mid-1980’s only been studied in the field by a handful of
pioneering researchers (e.g. Bearder and Doyle, 1974; Charles-Dominique, 1974;
Charles-Dominique and Bearder, 1979; Petter and Charles-Dominique, 1979); and this
was reflected in an unresolved taxonomy (Nash et al., 1989; Olson, 1979). A new era in
galago research began after Paterson’s (1978, 1985) publication of the Recognition
Concept of Species which allowed for species identification and definitions based on
species specific-mate recognition systems (SMRS; this concept is treated in depth below).
The importance of vocalizations for galagos social behavior was recognized early
in behavioral and ecological studies (Petter and Charles-Dominique, 1979), but their
significance as an SMRS extended their use to a species-specific identification tool
(Bearder et al., 1995). Studies of galago vocalization have become the foundation of
several long term field studies (e.g. Ambrose, 2003; Harcourt and Bearder, 1989; Honess,
1996; Pimley, 2002; Pullen, 2000) (a complete list of long term studies of galagos is
given in Table 1.1). This provided us with new and intriguing facts about galagos, a more
resolved taxonomy (Table 1.2), and five new taxa awaiting taxonomic status
confirmation (Groves, 2001; Grubb et al., 2003). Call characteristics have been shown to
be one of the most potent interspecific diagnostic tools in galagos (Masters, 1988;
Masters, 1991) and is definitely the most efficient and easiest non-invasive field method
for species identification (Courtenay and Bearder, 1989; Perkin, 2001; Terry et al., 2005).
Galago calls are emitted by both males and females either as single-units (often
repetitively); either as highly variable combinations of different single-unit calls; or as
structurally fixed compound calls (Bearder et al., 1995; Zimmermann et al., 1988). They
also show great variation in structure and intensity depending on context and emotional
state when the call is emitted (Bearder, 1999).
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Table 1.2 A comparison of Hill’s (1953) and Grubb et al.'s (2003) taxonomies does well illustrate the systematic
turbulence and improved taxonomic resolution of the family Galagidae over the past 50 years.
Hill, 1953
Galago É. Geoffroy, 1796
crassicaudatus É. Geoffroy, 1812
crassicaudatus É. Geoffroy, 1812
lasiotis Peters, 1876
agisymbanus Coquerel, 1859
kikuyensis Lönnberg, 1912
panganiensis Matschie, 1906
argentatus Lönnberg, 1913
monteiri Gray, 1863
badius Matschie, 1905
lönnbergi Schwarz, 1930
umbrosus Thomas, 1917
garnetti Ogilby, 1838
senegalensis É. Geoffroy, 1796
senegalensis É. Geoffroy, 1796
dunni Dollman, 1910
albipes Dollman, 1909
sotikae Hollister, 1920
braccatus Elliot, 1907
gallarum Thomas, 1901
zanzibaricus Matschie, 1893
granti Thomas & Wroughton, 1907
moholi A. Smith, 1839
moholi bradfieldi Roberts, 1931
alleni Waterhouse, 1837
Euoticus Gray, 1863
elegantulus Le Conte, 1857
elegantulus Le Conte, 1857
pallidus Gray, 1863
inustus Scwarz, 1930
Galagoides Smith, 1833
demidovii G. Fischer, 1808
demidovii G.Fischer, 1808
murinus Murray, 1859
poensis Thomas, 1904
phasma Cabera & Ruxton, 1926
amomurus Pousargues, 1894
thomasi Elliot, 1907
orinus Lawrence & Washburn, 1936

Grubb et al., 2003
Galago É. Geoffroy, 1796
senegalensis É. Geoffroy, 1796
senegalensis É. Geoffroy, 1796
braccatus Elliot, 1907
dunni Dollman, 1910
sotikae Hollister, 1920
gallarum Thomas, 1901
moholi A. Smith, 1836
moholi A. Smith, 1836
bradfieldi Roberts, 1931
matschiei Lorenz, 1917
Euoticus Gray, 1863
elegantus Leconte, 1857
pallidus Gray, 1863
pallidus Gray, 1863
talboti Dollman, 1910
Galagoides A.Smith, 1883
demidovii G. Fischer, 1808
thomasi Elliot, 1907
orinus Lawrence & Washburn, 1936
rondoensis Honess in Kingdon, 1997
zanzibaricus Matschie, 1893
sp. nov. 3
cf. cocos Heller, 1912
granti Thomas & Wroughton, 1907
nyase Elliot, 1907
sp. nov. 1
sp. nov. 2
Sciurocheirus Gray, 1873
alleni Waterhouse, 1838
alleni Waterhouse, 1838
cameronensis Peters, 1876
gabonensis Gray, 1863
sp. nov.
Otolemur Coquerel, 1859
garnettii Ogilby, 1838
garnettii Ogilby, 1838
lasiotis Peters, 1876
panganiensis Matschie, 1905
kikuyuensis Lönnberg, 1919
crassicaudatus É. Geoffroy, 1812
crassicaudatus (É. Geoffroy 1812)
kirkii Gray, 1863
monteiri (Bartlett in Gray, 1863)
monteiri Bartlett in Gray, 1863
argentatus Lönnberg, 1919
sp. nov.
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The different calls within galago repertoires comprise their ‘vocal profile’
(Bearder et al., 1995), where the loud calls (the SMRS) - primarily contact/advertising
calls (Figure 1.2), and secondarily alarm calls - are of special interest in species
identification (Ambrose, 2003; Bearder et al., 1995; Zimmermann et al., 1988).
Following the RSC, it should be possible to split each taxon by reference to its SMRS
(Paterson, 1985) and, even though it was not intended as an attempt to make inferences
on galago phylogeny, Bearder et al. (1995) illustrated this possibility when they grouped
galagos into 6 clusters based on their advertising call:

1) Click Calls – Elegant galagos
2) Repetitive Calls – Lesser galagos
3) Trailing Calls- Greater galagos
4) Rolling Calls – Southern dwarf galagos
5) Incremental Calls – Kenya Coast galagos
6) Crescendo Calls – Northern dwarf galagos

Considered as somewhat of a ‘waste-basket genus’ (S.K. Bearder, personal
communication) where all dwarf sized galagos are placed by default, Grubb et al. (2003)
sub-grouped Galagoides taxa based on advertising calls in the most recent Galagidae
taxonomy, in an attempt to put order to the confused taxonomy of the genus. The use of
vocalizations for systematic purposes has been applied in many other animal taxa as well,
such as birds (Payne, 1986), amphibians (Gerhardt, 1994), bats, (Lancaster and
Speakman, 2001), cetaceans (Rendell et al., 1999), and insects (Doherty and Hoy, 1985).
It has also been recognized as a species- (Mitani and Stuht, 1998) and individual-specific
(Butynski et al., 1992) trait in diurnal primates.

1.2

Species Definition
First described by Dobzhansky (1937) and vividly promoted by Mayr (e.g. 1942,

1963, 1970) the Biological or Isolation Species Concept (BSC) has stood the test of time
in contest with alternative suggestions of species concepts for the better part of 20th
century (Paterson and McEvey, 1993; Groves, 2001).
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Figure 1.2 Oscillogram of the vocal advertisements of different galago species. Key to species: 1.
Euoticus; 2. Sciurocheirus sp. nov. (?); 3. S. alleni; 4. Galago matschiei; 5. G. senegalensis; 6. G.
moholi; 7. Otolemur crassicaudatus; 8. O. garnettii; 9. Galagoides zanzibaricus (udzungwensis); 10. G.
rondoensis; 11. G. granti; 12. G. zanzibaricus; 13. G. sp. nov. 1; 14. G. thomasi; 15. G. demidovii
(Bearder et al., 1995) (Reproduced with permission of S.K. Bearder; original vernacular names
replaced with updated scientific nomenclature (Grubb et al., 2003)).

However, during the late 1970’s up to the mid-1980 an alternative species concept
emerged, referred to as the Recognition Species Concept (RSC) (Paterson, 1976, 1985).
The RSC suggested an approach to species definition that focused on factors that
attracted species cohesion, their specific-mate recognition system (Paterson, 1978, 1985),
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in contrast to the BSC’s relational approach that specified species according to their level
of differences. The new concept appealed to the students of nocturnal prosimian research
and has been the dominant species concept applied for studies of nocturnal, cryptic, and
elusive primates for the past 30 years (Nekaris and Bearder, 2007).
The complexity of species concepts is substantial and definitely out of the scope for
this dissertation (the interested reader is highly recommended to the collective volumes of
Dobzhansky (1937), Mayr (1942, 1963, 1970) and Paterson & McEvey (1993). However,
I will try to outline the gist of the two concepts, the main criticisms against them, and to
identify the main differences between the BSC and RSC.

1.2.1

A species defined according to the Biological Species Concept (BSC)

“A species is a group of individuals fully fertile inter se 1 , but barred from
interbreeding with other similar groups by its physiological properties (producing either
incompatibility of parents, or sterility of the hybrids, or both)”.
(Dobzhansky, 1937)

“Species are groups of actually or potentially interbreeding populations that are
reproductively isolated from other such groups.”
(Mayr, 1942)

Speciation occur when a daughter population diverges genetically and behaviorally
through geographic separation (allopatric speciation) or local niche preference (sympatric
speciation) from its parent population (Mayr 1970). The difference between daughter and
parent population after allopatric speciation is always reinforced through parapatric or
sympatric existence. The reinforcement strengthen the reproductive isolation and
speciation is completed when the parent and daughter populations reach an ethologcial
incompatibility (prezygotic isolating mechanism) and purge interbred offspring through
reduced hybrid fitness (postmating isolating mechanisms), i.e. natural selection (Mayr

1

Between or among themselves.
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1970). The BSC is a relational concept, i.e. it defines species in relation to other species
(Mayr, 1970; Paterson 1985). The BSC has been criticized mainly for its alleged practical
inapplicability, lack of empirical support, theories of sympatric speciation, as well as for
the hypothesis that speciation first is completed when reinforcement occurs between
sibling populations through coexistence in sympatry or parapatry (Groves, 2001; Paterson
1985).

1.2.2 A species defined according to the RSC

“A species is the most inclusive population of individual biparental organisms that
share a common fertilization system.”
(Paterson, 1985)

Speciation occurs when a small daughter population is separated allopatrically from
its parent population. The daughter population adapts to the new environment through
fortuitous bottleneck effects and diverges genetically from the parent population. An
effect of the adaptation to the new environment is not just different foraging techniques,
vigilance for predators and different habitat preferences but it also leads to pleiotropic
effects on the fertilization system. This last adaptation is what defines a species according
to the RSC and is referred to as an organism’s Specific-Mate Recognition System
(SMRS) (Paterson 1985; Figure 1.3). Among cryptic or sibling species the SMRS is
more commonly chemical, olfactory or auditorial signals than visual (Paterson, 1985;
Paterson, 1991) - a fact that causes problems for the visually oriented human being in
identifying these species with less obvious external characters.
The criticism of the RSC is that it is just “BSC turned on its head” (Groves 2001)
and that”…it is dangerous to conclude that an association between speciation and founder
events is necessarily due to bottlenecking effects rather than selection” (Hewitt and
Butlin, 1997, p. 371). Its stance as identifying species on a genetic rather than on a
morphological basis has, naturally, been met with resistance among taxonomists whom
historically always based their species descriptions on museum specimens (Groves 2001).
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Figure 1.3 Diagrammatic representation of the sequence of events involved in a mate recognition
system of a biparental species of animal. The number of stages in the sequence is characteristic of a
species (Reproduced freely after illustration in Paterson, 1976).

1.2.3

The Difference and Choice of Concepts

The inherent logic of defining species according to their specific-mate recognition
system as the most reliable species-specific trait, in particular, for identification of cryptic
and/or sibling species (Paterson 1991), the lack of empirical evidence for certain parts of
the BSC (Paterson 1985), and differences in theories of speciation lead me to define
species according to the RSC from here on. That sampling of a sufficient species-defining
character, the vocal component of galago SMRS, requires no physical handling of the
animal also infers a positive ethical and welfare component (Terry et al., 2005) to the
benefit of the RSC.
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1.3

Species Identification
Description and identification of galagos had, up to 1986, relied on classical

morphological descriptions of museum specimens (Nekaris and Bearder, 2007). The
importance of morphological descriptions for galago species should not be understated
(e.g. Olson, 1979) but can identification of sibling taxa could be challenging at best
(Groves, 2001; Harcourt and Nash, 1986; Masters and Bragg, 2000). Examples of
specific characters in cryptic sibling species are behavior and soft tissue morphology (e.g.
penile morphology – see below) which do not appear or preserve well in museum
specimens (Paterson, 1991; Groves, 2001).
Following the RSC, cryptic and/or sibling species are mainly specified and
identified via traits related to reproductive processes (SMRS) selected for through
assortative mating within their normal habitat – i.e. the result of sexual selection
(Paterson, 1985, 1991). In galagos, these species-specific traits are recognized to include
the advertising call (a call used in contexts of attracting companions and repelling rivals)
(Bearder and Doyle, 1974; Bearder et al., 1995; Courtenay and Bearder, 1989) and penile
morphology (Anderson, 2000; Dixson, 1987). Once a population has become
reproductively isolated it may diverge from the parent population in a number of other
characteristics that may prove useful in separating species, although not part of the
SMRS, including alarm (loud) calls (Bearder et al., 1995; Petter and Charles-Dominique,
1979; Zimmermann et al., 1988), volar hand pads (Anderson, 1999), relative ear length
(Masters and Bragg, 2000), and hair structure (Anderson, 2001). Molecular markers have
been used in species descriptions (karyotypes: De Boer, 1973; Masters et al., 1987;
Stanyon et al., 1992; Stanyon et al., 2002 ), but the use of allozymes and genetics has its
limitation for specific identification (Ferguson, 2002; but see Tautz et al., 2003 and
Lorenz et al., 2005) but is able to make vital contribution to resolve galago phylogeny
(Bayes, 1998; Crovella et al., 1994; DelPero et al., 2000; Masters et al., 2005; Masters
and Brothers, 2002; Masters et al., 1994)
The common view is that visual input is of secondary importance to audio and
olfactory retrieved information in galagos (Nekaris and Bearder, 2007). There are also
inherent difficulties in distinguish galagos through pelage color and patterns, even for the
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experienced researcher (Groves, 2001), and the use of visual signals in the SMRS is still
poorly understood. However, visual contact leading to avoidance of agonistic encounters
between hetero- (Charles-Dominique, 1974) and con-specifics (Bearder, 1987), speciesspecific facial markings (Bearder, 1999; see Figure 1.3; Appendix 1), and findings of
behavior and activity budgets being affected by ambient moonlight (Bearder et al., 2006;
but see Wallace, 2005) suggest a more important role of vision in galago biology than
previously thought (Bearder et al., 2006).

Figure 1.4 Facial characteristics of galagos: a guide to species. Face masks are depicted from the
point of view of the animal as they approach each one another at night. Individuals of each species
have distinctive patterns of black, white, and grey on the face and chest that may contribute to
mutual recognition. Drawings taken from photographs. The width of the outer orbits is identical in
each case. Species from top to bottom, left to right: 1. Otolemur crassicaudatus; 2. O. garnetti; 3. O.
monteiri argentatus; 4. Euoticus elegantulus; 5. E. pallidus; 6. Galago matschiei; 7. G. sengalensis; 8.
G. moholi; 9. Galagoides zanzibaricus (udzungwensis); 10. G. granti; 11. G. zanzibaricus; 12. G.
rondoensis; 13. G. thomasi; 14. G. demidovii (Bearder, 1999) (Reproduced with permission from S.K.
Bearder; scientific nomenclature updated).

1.3.1 Taxonomy
The most recently published Galagidae taxonomy (Grubb et al., 2003), the one
applied in this study, list 5 taxa as species nova (sp. nov.) (Table 1.3) indicating that their
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existence is acknowledged but insufficient information is available to establish their
taxonomic status to date. New information has surfaced since the publication of Grubb et
al.’s (2003) taxonomy leading to the probable dismissal of specific status for Otolemur
sp. nov. (Mwera greater galago), which appears to be a pygmy form of O. crassicaudatus
(thick-tailed greater galago) (S.K. Bearder, personal communication) and Galagoides sp.
nov. 2 (Mt Thylo galago) which has been identified as G. granti (Wallace, 2005).
However, the specific status of G. sp. nov. 1 (Kalwe galago), G. sp. nov. 3 (Ukinga
galago) and Sciurocheirus sp. nov. (Makande Allen’s galago) remains uncertain.
Table 1.3 Nomenclature and locality of unnamed taxa of the family Galagidae (after Grubb et al.,
2003, with corrections of common names according to Grubb, 2006).
Names of species
Significant localities
Kalwe galago (Galagoides sp. nov. 1)
MALAWI: Kalwe, Nkhata Bay, 11°34’S 34°13’E;
Mugesse, Misuku Hills 9°19’S; 33°33’E; other
localities in northern Malawi (Courtenay & Bearder,
1989)
Mt Thylo galago (Galagoides sp. nov. 2)
MALAWI: Mt Thylo (=Cholo), 16°04’S; 34°47’E
Ukinga galago (Galagoides sp. nov. 3)
TANZANIA: Madehani 9°10’S 33°50’E, Ukinga or
Livingstone Mountains, Makete district
Makande Allen’s galago (Sciurocheirus sp. nov.) GABON: South of Ogôoué Rivers
Mwera greater galago (Otolemur sp. nov.)
TANZANIA: Mwera district

The recently described G. rondoensis (Rondo dwarf galago) (Honess and Bearder,
1996) was first identified at three localities within the Rondo Forest Reserve, Lindi
district, Tanzania (Honess, 1996) (study species will be referred to by their vernacular
name from here on). A museum specimen originating from the Pugu Forest Reserve,
Kisaware District, Tanzania, was also identified by Groves (2001) as Rondo dwarf galago
despite slight morphological differences (note: Groves (2001) does not apply RSC as
species definition but the Phylogenetic Species Concept (Cracraft, 1983; Cracraft, 1997) a finding that was supported by A. Perkin (S.K. Bearder, personal communication) on
basis of preliminary analysis of vocalization recordings.
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CHAPTER 2:
2.1

METHODS

Study site and animals
This study was conducted at Oxford Brookes University and completed during April

– September 2006. Recordings of galago vocalizations from several localities including
sites in Tanzania and Malawi (see Figure 1.1, p. 2) were obtained from tape cassette or
DAT (Digital Audio Tape) recordings from, and with the kind permission of, the
Nocturnal Primate Research Group (NPRG). Accompanying the recordings were
summary field notes (of variable level of detail) made by the recording researcher (Table
2.1). For the recording to be of any use for the study the notes had to state:
1) Positive specific (or believed so) identification of recorded animal.
2) Locality of recording.
When field notes were indecisive or unclear confirmation of their specific origin based on
identification by S.K. Bearder (Oxford Brookes University).
Playback of calls was done with a Marantz PMD222 or an Aiwa DAT HHb 1 Pro
recorder, was connected to a Dell Inspiron E1705 with a Sigma Tel High Definition
Audio 24 bit soundcard. Acoustic analysis was conducted with the help of AvisoftSASLab Pro (Avisoft Bioacoustics) software. Digital conversion sampling rate was
22,050 Hz or 48,000 Hz. A Hamming evaluation window with a bandwidth of 28 or 61
Hz respectively was adopted, and the frequency resolution was set at 21 or 46 Hz
respectively.
2.2

Pairwise comparisons between taxa
Both qualitative and quantitative call measurements were compared between pairs of

sister taxa for identification of population differences. The choice of sister species was
based on the phylogenetic sub-grouping by Grubb et al. (2003) that follows differences in
the structure of advertising calls (Bearder et al., 1995). Accordingly, the comparative
pairs are: Incremental callers 1 and 2; Repetitive callers 3 and 4; and Rolling callers 5 and
6.
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Table 2.1 List of populations sampled for vocal analysis including year, locale, , country, species identifying field note, and researcher responsible of
sampling. All recordings were obtained from NPRG archives.
Taxon
Galagoides granti – Mozambique
galago
G. orinus – mountain dwarf galago

Year

Locality

Field note

Country/
Researcher

1993

Rondo forest reserve

Rondo Newala small

TZ / SB

1994
1995
1997
1998

Galagoides orinus; orinus
orinus
orinus; orinus?
Galagoides orinus; Galago orinus; orinus; orinus ?

TZ / SB
TZ / TE
TZ / TB
TZ / TB

orinus

TZ / TE

1999
1999
1999
1999
2000
2000
2000
2001
2002

Magrotto Hill
Usambaras
Kihanzi guest house, Udzungwa mountains
Mlale forest, Udzungwa mountains
Iwonde forest, Matundu reserve, Udzungwa
mountains
Kwamguru forest reserve
Kwasambia forest, E. Usambaras
Numbanito, Udzungwa mountains
Kwamkoro, East Usambaras
Sansula camp, Udzungwa mountains
Near Taguteru mission, Uluguru mountains
Chinzema village, Usambaras
Mwanihana forest, Udzungwa mounatins
Mbatwa, NW Udzungwa mountains

orinus?; orinus
orinus
orinus
Galagoides orinus; orinus?; orinus
orinus
Galago suggested to be orinus; orinus
orinus
Galagoides orinus; orinus
orinus

TZ / AP
TZ / AP
TZ / AP
TZ / AP
TZ / TB
TZ / AP
TZ / AP
TZ / TB
TZ / AP

1993

Rondo forest reserve

Rondo dwarf (tiny)

TZ / SB

1999

Bakero camp, Kiono, Zarininge, Pugu forest
reserve

Rondo; Rondo-type; tiny

TZ / AP

1999

Pugu forest reserve

1998

G. rondoensis (Rondo) – Rondo
dwarf galago
G. rondoensis (Pugu) – Pugu dwarf
galago

G. sp. nov. 1 – Kalwe galago
G. sp. nov. 3 – Ukinga galago

Rondo-type; Rondo?; rondoensis at Pugu; tiny rondoensis size;
Rondo-tiny; tiny;
Kalwe small
Rungwe galago; galago
Rungwe galago;
Rungwe galago; galago
Galagoides; Galago

1985 Kalwe forest reserve
2002 Mbeya, Luciba crater, Mt Rungwe
2002 Ngurru S. forest reserve
2003 Mbeya, Luciba crater, Mt Rungwe
2003 Ilolo mission, Mt Rungwe
Key to country: TZ = Tanzania; MW = Malawi
Key to researchers: AP = Andrew Perkin; TB = Tom Butynski; TE = Tom Evans; SB = Simon Bearder

TZ / AP
MW / SB
TZ / AP
TZ /AP
TZ / AP
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1) Galagoides granti Thomas, O. and Wroughton, R.C. 1907. Proceedings of the
Zoological Society, London. 1907/1908: 285-299. Coguno, Inhambane District,
southern Mozambique. Mozambique galago (also known as Grant’s bush-baby,
Newala small galago, Grant’s dwarf galago, Grant’s lesser bush-baby, Grant’s
night ape) (Grubb, 2006).

This small bush-baby (weight ~134 gram, Nekaris and Bearder, 2007; head-body
140-160 mm and tail 220-239 mm, Groves, 2001) ranges along the east African coastline
from the Rufiji river, Tanzania, in the north, to Maputo, Mozambique, in the south, and
inland towards the mountains of eastern Zimbabwe and along the coast of lake Malawi
(Honess and Bearder, 2006). It preys mainly on insects and fruit and inhabits the dense
forest understory (6-20 m) (Honess, 1996).
2) Galagoides sp. nov. 1. Kalwe galago (also known as Kalwe dwarf galago, Kalwe
forest bush-baby) (Grubb, 2006).
First identified as a possible subspecies of Galagoides zanzibaricus (i.e. G. granti
according to current taxonomy) this small bush-baby has only been identified and
described from populations at Nhakata Bay lakeshore forests in Malawi (Courtenay and
Bearder, 1989). Found occasionally dwelling on the forest floor but seems to prefer forest
understory at 5-10 m above ground. No data on diet is available.

3) Galagoides orinus Lawrence, B. & Washburn, S. L. 1936. Occ. Pap. Boston Soc Nat.
Hist. 8: 255-266. Bagilo, Uluguru Mtns., C Tanzania. Mountain dwarf galago (also
known as Amani dwarf galago, Mountain galago, Southern dwarf galago, Uluguru bushbaby or galago, Usambara galago) (Grubb, 2006).
This dwarf sized galago (weight ~90 g; head-body 125 mm; tail 170 mm, Groves, 2001)
can be found in montane forests along the Eastern Arc Mountains in Tanzania. Little is known
about its preferred niche and diet but it is suggested that it uses strata from forest floor up to 35
meters and that it mainly is insectivorous (Honess, 1996, Perkin and Honess, 2006a).
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4) Galagoides sp. nov. 3. Ukinga galago (also know as Ukinga dwarf galago) (Grubb,
2006).

Slightly bigger than G. orinus (head-body 140-150 mm; tail 165-190 mm, Groves, 2001), this
galago is described from locations around Mt Rungwe (Mittermeier et al., 2006) and Ukinga or
Livingstone mountains (Groves, 2001; Grubb et al., 2003), Makete district, Tanzania. It has been
found in lower altitude areas rich with abundant wild banana trees and at higher altitudes in
Hagenia dominant montane forest (Mittermeier et al., 2006). Observations of animals eating
nectar from wild banana flowers suggest a possible role as a pollinator (Mittermeier et al., 2006).
No further observations on diet have been made.
5) Galagoides rondoensis Honess, P. E., and Bearder, S. (1996). From Rondo forest
reserve. African Primates 2: 75-79. Rondo Plateau, SE Tanzania. Rondo dwarf
galago (also known as Rondo bush-baby or galago) (Grubb, 2006).
6) Galagoides rondoensis Honess, P. E., and Bearder, S. (1996). From Pugu forest
reserve. African Primates 2: 75-79. Rondo Plateau, SE Tanzania. Rondo dwarf
galago (also known as Rondo bush-baby or galago) (Grubb, 2006). Referred to as
Pugu dwarf galago in this study.
The smallest taxon in this study (weight 60 g; head-body 100-120 mm; tail 190-220
mm, Groves, 2001) can be found in small, wet lowland forest patches of Zareninge
(Perkin, 2000), Pugu/Kazimzumbvi (Perkin 2003, 2004), Rondo, Litipo and Ziwani
Forest Reserves (Lumsden & Masters, 2001; Honess and Bearder, 1996) along the east
coast of Tanzania. Observations of activity and food search in the forest understory and
forest floor indicates on an insect based diet with additions of fruit, nectar, and gum
(Honess, 1996; Bearder et al., 2003; Perkin and Honess, 2006b). Variation in vocal
repertoire and slight variation in facial markings indicates sub-specific variation between
the population in Pugu Forest Reserve and Rondo Forest Reserve (S.K. Bearder, Oxford
Brookes University, personal communication).
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2.3

Vocal analysis
At the time recordings of vocalizations are made in the field, observation of the

behavior and context associated with calling animals enables deductions to be made
about the ‘meaning’ of the call (Bearder and Doyle, 1974; see Table 2.2). However,
although this is important for describing a population’s behavioral ecology (Petter and
Charles-Dominique, 1979), it is not vital information in a comparative study where focus
of study is to qualitatively describe and quantitatively measure vocalizations in order to
distinguish interspecific variation in vocal profile (see Masters, 1991; Zimmermann et al.,
1988).
Table 2.2 Principal categories of calls and associated social and behavioral contexts (Wallace, 2005)
(reproduced with permission of G. Wallace)
Call category
Social and behavioral context
Distant communication calls
Advertising calls (also known as loud calls and long
calls) that indicate spatial positioning and
movement. Used to maintain contact between
dispersed individuals, often over extensive
distances. May be territorial.
Contact and contact-seeking calls
Tactile and similar interactions when individuals are
in contact or within close proximity, such as
between infants and parents, at sleeping sites,
during allgrooming, and in the context of sexual
encounters.
Contact-rejection calls
Often associated with specific postures, gestures,
and/or sudden movements as threat or display
behaviors to discourage approach or contact,
particularly associated with agonistic interactions.
May be graded to reflect intensity and may be
similar to alarm or distress calls.
Alarm calls
Indicate mild alarm or arousal in response to
disturbance, such as a sudden change in conditions
or detection of a predator. Often graded in intensity
to reflect the degree of disturbance or the perceived
level of threat.
Distress calls
Indicate intense alarm and/or extreme fright or
disturbance.

2.3.1 Theoretical approach
Each call type of each taxon was identified and structurally described (Table 2.3)
and catalogued as part of the taxon’s ‘vocal profile’. As the vocal profile is speciesspecific it enables an objective comparison between populations to identify if they share
the same SMRS. Special emphasis has been put on the advertising calls and loud calls
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due their tendency for intraspecific consistency and interspecific variation, as established
in other studies (e.g. Masters, 1991; Zimmermann et al., 1988). Since no control was
possible over the acquisition of vocal recordings no allowance can be made for biases
conflicted by seasonal and/or temporal variations (Bearder and Doyle, 1974), ambient
moonlight, weather (Bearder et al., 2006), and over the number of different individuals
that were recorded.
Table 2.3 Terminology for description and analysis of galago calls (Wallace, 2005) (reproduced with
permission from G. Wallace; freely interpreted with some additions to the original).
Terminology
Description
Call
A sound or series of sounds with distinct characteristics.
Discrete call
A call that has a consistent pattern or structure each time it is heard.
Continuous series
A series of calls of the same type, although calls may vary in volume, pitch, and/or
intensity.
Simple call
A call that cannot be subdivided into discrete calls.
Complex call
A recognizably distinct call composed of two or more simple calls.
Unit
The basic acoustic element of a call. Represented as a continuous tracing along the
temporal axis of oscillograms and spectrograms.
Sub-unit
An element used to describe the structure of a unit.
Phrase
A distinct group of units separated from similar groups of units by time interval
greater than that between each component unit.
Bout
A distinct group of phrases separated from similar groups of phrases by a time
interval greater than that between any component phrases.
Tonal unit (call)
A unit (call) composed of sound limited to relatively narrow frequency bands.
Compound unit
A unit (call) composed of sound developed over a wide range of frequencies.
(call)
Formant
The region of maximum resonance that displays as a peak in the Average spectrum.

2.3.2

Practical approach
The calls of each population were analyzed both in terms of their qualitative

structure and measured according a preset of quantitative call variables (Table 2.4).
Comparisons were made between these variables when homologue calls of the sister
taxon existed.
Identification and qualitative descriptions of calls followed Honess (1996) specific
categorizations as far as possible, with additions when deemed necessary. This approach
was applied in an attempt to reach a level of standardization in call categorization and
nomenclature to allow for more direct comparisons between earlier and future studies
(Wallace, 2005). Parameters under consideration in the qualitative comparison were
overall call structure, temporal quality, and intonation.
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Quantitative comparisons was conducted on parameters of the call structure known
to vary more inter- than - intra-specifically (Courtenay and Bearder, 1989; Masters, 1991;
Zimmermann et al., 1988; Table 2.4). The quantitative measurements were conducted
only on simple calls emitted either as discrete calls or in continuous series. If the simple
call formed part of a complex call the measurements were made on the specific subsection including the simple call of interest.

Table 2.4 The parameters and tests used to quantitatively describe and compare call structure
between species (s = seconds; Hz = Hertz).
# Call parameter
Entity Intraspecific analysis
Interspecific analysis
s
Friedman ANOVA
Mann-Whitney U-test
1. Unit duration
s
Wilcoxon Matched Pairs
Mann-Whitney U-test
2. Inter-unit interval
Hz
N/A
Mann-Whitney U-test
3. Highest frequency
Hz
N/A
Mann-Whitney U-test
4. Formant frequency
Hz
N/A
Mann-Whitney U-test
5. Fundamental frequency
s
N/A
Mann-Whitney U-test
6. Phrase length
s
N/A
Mann-Whitney U-test
7. Units per phrase

2.3.3 Statistical methods
Due to the uncertainty of call acquisition mentioned above and the possible bias it
had inflicted on the sampled records, the data could not be considered to meet the
standard requirements for parametric analysis (Daniel, 1999; Sokal and Rohlf, 1981),
hence, non-parametric tests were chosen (Table 2.4). Unit and Inter-unit duration
measurements were averaged from the 3 first units in a phrase (Masters, 1991); Highest,
Formant, and Fundamental frequencies were measured in the context of the whole call;
Phrase length and Units/Phrase were either measured over the whole call (simple calls) or
over the repetitive sequence of a complex call (Figure 2.1). Statistical analyses were
conducted using the statistical software STATISTICA 7.0 (2004). All analyses were
two-tailed and the level of significance was set to p < 0.05.
It was found extremely helpful to compare audio samples of calls in combination
with written descriptions (from Wallace, 2005). Hence, call samples from this study are
made accessible on a compact disc accompanying the dissertation and disposed at the
Nocturnal Primate Research Group’s audio reference library.
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CHAPTER 3

RESULTS

The result section is split up according to the three pairwise comparisons of the 6
populations. Approximately 1600 minutes of raw or refined recordings with a total of 538
identified galago calls were analyzed. Those calls that were of sufficient quality for
quantitative analysis were referred to as calls of ‘analytical quality’ in each species
summary. Detailed analysis of the intraspecific variation in Unit duration and Inter-unit
duration can be found in Appendix 2.

3.1

Mozambique galago vs. Kalwe galago

Note: Calls were sampled at 22,050 Hz for the Kalwe galago and at 48,000 Hz for the
Mozambique galago. To sample at different frequencies means slight differences in time
and frequency resolution but the effect on quantitative measurements are negligible (R.
Specht, personal communication). The scale of the Mozambique galago spectrograms
(Figures 3.1, 3.3, 3.5, 3.7, 3.9) were adjusted according sampled scales of the Kalwe
galago calls for more accessible visual comparison. However, it was not possible to
adjust the Power spectra in the same Figures accordingly and should therefore
disregarded. Original spectrograms with correct sampling scales for Power spectra can be
found in Appendix 3.

3.1.1

Mozambique galago, Rondo forest reserve, Tanzania

In 74 minutes of analyzed recordings 128 of 130 extracted calls were of analytical
quality. The derived vocal profile based on these calls can be found in Table 3.1. Simple
calls of 10 different types were identified where 7 occurred in 7 series of complex call
sequences. It was found that the quantitative measurements of Unit duration in the
Incremental Call and Buzz-Screech as well as the Inter-unit duration in Buzz-Screech and
Descending-Squawk showed high significant variation intraspecifically (Table 3.2).
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Table 3.1 Vocal profile of the Mozambique galago, Rondo forest reserve, Tanzania.
Simple call
Description
Incremental Call
Variable number (3-13) of incremental staccato-like units, with a progressive
increase in the number of sub-units and decreasing volume over call
duration.
Buzz
Single, prolonged, and progressively fading unit with elements of vibration.
Screech
Intense and usually harsh single unit that frequently occur in series, often for
an extended duration
Sweep-Screech
Single unit that closely resembles a more intense but shorter Buzz. Often
harsher than a Buzz.
Buzz-Screech
Buzz linked or connected to a Screech.
Shrieks
Very intense and harsh version of the Screech.
Squeak
Shorter, less harsh, and least intense (although frequently higher-pitched)
version of the Screech
Yap
Short single units that resemble dog yaps. Frequently occurs in series, often
for an extended duration and in combination with other units of calls.
Grunt
Short and relatively harsh single units that resemble pig grunts and occur (i)
in conjunction with or linked to other calls, (ii) as if on the ‘back-breath’ in
gaps between other call units, and (iii) usually as a series.
Double Squawk
Intense, harsh, and slightly extended version of the Yap given as a doubleunit call. May occur in series.
Complex call
Grunt + Buzz-screech
Yap + Buzz-Screech
Yap + Screech
Yap + Squeak
Yap + Sweep-Screech
Yap + Buzz
Yap + Buzz + Screech
Table 3.2 Quantitative description of the sampled Mozambique galago’s vocal profile (s = seconds;
Hz = Hertz). Significant intraspecific variation in Unit- and Inter-unit duration measurements is
marked with asterisks (detailed Table of intraspecific analysis can be found in Appendix 2).
Simple call
Parameter
Unit
N
Mean ± S.D.
Range
Incremental Call
Unit duration**
s
17
0.38 ± 0.10
0.26-0.62
Inter-unit duration
s
17
0.39 ± 0.11
0.22-0.56
7969-13500
Highest frequency
Hz
17
9781 ± 1363
1313-7875
Formant frequency
Hz
16
3231 ± 2350
375-1464
Fundamental frequency
Hz
8
1001 ± 385
1.64-9.05
Phrase length
s
18
4.42 ± 2.03
3-13
Units/Phrase
#/Ph
18
5.7 ± 2.6
Buzz

Unit duration
Inter-unit duration
Highest frequency
Formant frequency
Fundamental frequency

s
s
Hz
Hz
Hz

19
11
19
19
8

0.84 ± 0.34
3.04 ± 1.78
9813 ± 2940
4569 ± 1439
1927 ± 1239

0.22-1.57
0.63-6.14
6656-19466
1313-6844
656-3656

Screeches

Unit duration
Inter-unit duration
Highest frequency
Formant frequency
Fundamental frequency

s
s
Hz
Hz
Hz

5
3
6
6
5

0.43 ± 0.06
1.43 ± 0.52
8665 ± 843
2977 ± 1023
1088 ± 103

0.37-0.52
0.93-1.96
7838-9844
1206-3656
947-1219
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Sweep Screeches

Unit duration
Inter-unit duration
Highest frequency
Formant frequency
Fundamental frequency

s
s
Hz
Hz
Hz

37
24
37
25
17

0.80 ± 0.30
2.92 ± 2.30
10230 ± 2325
4581 ± 1260
1097 ± 277

0.27-1.62
0.15-7.46
5813-15469
1125-6563
656-1781

Buzz-Screeches

Unit duration*
Inter-unit duration*
Highest frequency
Formant frequency
Fundamental frequency

s
s
Hz
Hz
Hz

14
14
14
14
7

0.78 ± 0.22
2.48 ± 1.94
10005 ± 2273
5089 ± 926
1313 ± 347

0.31-1.13
0.13-6.30
6938-13125
3188-6188
750-1688

Squeak

Unit duration
Inter-unit duration
Highest frequency
Formant frequency
Fundamental frequency

s
s
Hz
Hz
Hz

16
16
16
7
2

0.52 ± 0.22
3.01 ± 2.30
8479 ± 2516
4823 ± 1037
844 ± 0

0.20-0.94
0.31-7.93
3750-11719
3375-6000
844-844

Yap

Unit duration
Inter-unit duration
Highest frequency
Formant frequency
Fundamental frequency

s
s
Hz
Hz
Hz

33
33
30
18
10

0.08 ± 0.06
0.76 ± 0.15
9838 ± 2864
4830 ± 2141
1296 ± 692

0.04-0.40
0.56-1.22
5109-17813
1125-7875
750-3094

s
s
Hz
Hz
Hz
s
#/Ph

8
8
8
8
7
7
6

0.28 ± 0.05
0.12 ± 0.06
7465 ± 943
3551 ± 1455
1031 ± 171
3.90 ± 0.87
9.8 ± 2.9

0.18-0.35
0.06-0.20
6844-9750
1875-6938
656-1125
2.86-5.32
7-15

Double Squawk

Unit duration
Inter-unit duration*
Highest frequency
Formant frequency
Fundamental frequency
Phrase length
Units/Phrase
***
= p < 0.001; ** = p < 0.01; * = p < 0.05

3.1.2 Kalwe galago, Nhkata Bay, Malawi
In 37 minutes of analyzed recordings 49 of 50 extracted calls were of analytical
quality. This, the smallest sample of the study, comprised a rather diverse vocal profile
containing 12 simple calls of which 4 were used in 3 complex calls (Table 3.3). In
conjunction with the results from the Mozambique galago, the Unit duration of the
Incremental Call in the Kalwe galago showed significant variation intraspecifically in its
emission (Table 3.4).
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Table 3.3 Vocal profile of the Kalwe galago, Nhkata Bay, Malawi.
Simple call
Description
Incremental Call
Variable number (4-13) of incremental staccato-like units, with a progressive
increase in the number of sub-units and decreasing volume over call
duration.
Buzz
Single, prolonged, and progressively fading unit with elements of vibration.
Screech
Intense and usually harsh single unit that frequently occur in series, often for
an extended duration.
Sweep-Screech
Single unit that closely resembles a more intense but shorter Buzz. Often
harsher than a Buzz.
Buzz-Screech
Buzz linked or connected to a Screech.
Shivering Screech
Rapid, intense, and almost frenetic or vibrating version of the Screech that
frequently occurs in series, often for an extended duration.
Shrieks
Very intense and harsh version of the Screech.
Squeak
Shorter, less harsh, and least intense (although frequently higher-pitched)
version of the Screech
Yap
Short single units that resemble dog yaps. Frequently occurs in series, often
for an extended duration and in combination with other units of calls.
Chatter
Series of rapid, short Yaps, often descending.
Chirrup
Series of ascending, short, rapid trills.
Double Whistle
Very short and high-pitched double unit whistle.
Complex call
Yaps + Sweep-Screech
Yaps + Buzz-Screech
Yaps + Buzz-Screech + Chatter
Table 3.4 Quantitative description of the sampled Kalwe galago’s vocal profile (s = seconds; Hz =
Hertz). Significant intraspecific variation in Unit- and Inter-unit duration measurements is marked
with asterisks (detailed Table of intraspecific analysis can be found in Appendix 2).
Simple call
Incremental call

Parameter
Unit duration***
Inter-unit duration
Highest frequency
Formant frequency
Fundamental frequency
Phrase length
Units/Phrase

Unit
s
s
Hz
Hz
Hz
s
#/Ph

N
19
19
19
9
18
17
16

Mean ± S.D.
0.34 ± 0.09
0.29 ± 0.08
8813 ± 435
6718 ± 1369
1395 ± 716
5.63 ± 2.08
8.0 ± 2.8

Screeches

Unit duration
Inter-unit duration
Highest frequency
Formant frequency
Fundamental frequency

s
s
Hz
Hz
Hz

2
2
2
1
2

0.34 ± 0.05
1.61 ± 1.13
9151 ± 579
4134
1099 ± 91

Unit duration
Inter-unit duration
Highest frequency
Formant frequency
Fundamental frequency

s
s
Hz
Hz
Hz

7
7
7
N/A
1

Sweep-Screeches

0.43 ± 0.15
0.39 ± 0.20
9032 ± 374

Range
0.19-0.48
0.14-0.43
7924-9647
4479-8183
904-4134
2.73-8.38
4-13
0.30-0.37
0.81-2,40
8742-9561
1034-1163
0.33-0.76
0.39-0.98
8441-9518

1249
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Buzz-Screeches

Unit duration
Inter-unit duration
Highest frequency
Formant frequency
Fundamental frequency

s
s
Hz
Hz
Hz

5
4
5
5
1

Shivering Screeches

Unit duration
Inter-unit duration
Highest frequency
Formant frequency
Fundamental frequency

s
s
Hz
Hz
Hz

2
2
2
0
2

Unit duration
Inter-unit duration
Highest frequency
Formant frequency
Fundamental frequency

s
s
Hz
Hz
Hz

2
2
2
N/A
1

Unit duration
Inter-unit duration
Highest frequency
Formant frequency
Fundamental frequency

s
s
Hz
Hz
Hz

5
5
5
4
N/A

Unit duration
Inter-unit duration
Highest frequency
Formant frequency
Fundamental frequency
***
= p < 0.001; ** = p < 0.01; * = p < 0.05

s
s
Hz
Hz
Hz

10
10
10
4
5

Squeak

Yaps

Chirrup

0.91 ± 0.16
1.58 ± 1.76
9518 ± 794
7218 ± 1032
3575

0.73-1.09
0.39-4.14
8786-10767
5900-8699

0.31 ± 0.005
0.48 ± 0.12
8247 ± 274

0.31-0.31
0.39-0.57
8053-8441

1141 ± 274

947-1335

0.26 ± 0.03
0.56 ± 0.24
8434 ± 173

0.24-0.28
0.40-0.73
8312-8556

991
0.09 ± 0.02
0.60 ± 0.08
9371 ± 427
5146 ± 159

0.06-0.12
0.52-0.71
9087-10121
4953-5297

0.24 ± 0.03
0.65 ± 0.22
8407 ± 466
5997 ± 1530
1077 ± 68

0.19-0.30
0.38-1.09
7709-9001
3704-6848
991-1163

3.1.4 Qualitative Comparison
The qualitative call differences between taxa are listed in Table 3.5. The Incremental
Call in the Kalwe galago had a more rapid and twittering temporal sequence than the
Mozambique galago (see Figures 3.1 and 3.2; note that the time line of two spectrograms
are not temporarily identical). The spectrograms revealed that 5 units of the call take
approximately twice as long for the Mozambique galago in comparison with the
equivalent unit section in the Kalwe galago.
The Kalwe galago overall vocal profile appears more rapid and twittering than the
Mozambique galago. This impression was especially well illustrated by the type of
simple calls species-specific to the Kalwe galago (Table 3.5). Homologous calls emitted
by both taxa of sufficient quality were put in oscillograms and spectrograms to illustrate
the level of parity in vocal communication (Figures 3.3-3.10).
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Table 3.5 Qualitative comparisons between homologous calls of the Mozambique and Kalwe galago
emphasizing the main difference, when apparent, between homologous calls. Specific calls are also
listed under respective taxon.
Simple call
Mozambique galago
Kalwe galago
Incremental Call
More pronounced sub-units.
Executed faster and harsher. A ‘high
speed’ version of the call.
Buzz
N/A
N/A
Screech
Two parts; first sub-unit short
One stretched descending unit.
ascending; second sub-unit stretched
descending.
Sweep-Screech
Emphasis on the first half; more gliding More whining and ‘floating’; no specific
second half.
emphasis.
Buzz-Screech
More tonal and smooth.
Staccato like – more ‘coin-spinning’.
Shrieks
N/A
N/A
Yap
Perhaps more ‘nasal’
Perhaps more ‘chip’-like
Specific Simple call
Grunt
Double Squawk
Squeak

Specific Simple call
Chatter
Chirrup
Double Whistle
Shivering Screech

Figure 3.1 Oscillogram and spectrogram of an Incremental Call emitted by the Mozambique galago.

Figure 3.2 Oscillogram and spectrogram of an Incremental Call emitted by the Kalwe galago.
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Figure 3.3 Oscillogram and spectrogram of Buzzes emitted by the Mozambique galago.

Figure 3.4 Oscillogram and spectrogram of Buzzes emitted by the Kalwe galago Black central line in
spectrogram is loud background noise.

Figure 3.5 Oscillogram and spectrogram of Screeches emitted by the Mozambique galago.

Figure 3.6 Oscillogram and spectrogram of Screeches emitted by the Kalwe galago.
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Figure 3.7 Oscillogram and spectrogram of a Yap and a Sweep-Screech emitted by the Mozambique
galago

Figure 3.8 Oscillogram and spectrogram of Sweep-Screeches emitted by the Kalwe galago. Black
central line is loud background noise.

Figure 3.9 Oscillogram and spectrogram of a Buzz-Screech emitted by the Mozambique
galago.

Figure 3.10 Oscillogram and spectrogram of Yaps and Buzz-Screeches emitted by the Kalwe galago.
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3.1.5

Quantitative Comparison
A detailed quantitative comparison can be found in Table 3.6. The Kalwe galago

showed significantly shorter Inter-unit duration (0.29 s vs. 0.39) and more frequent
Units/Phrase (8.0 vs. 5.7) in their Incremental Call than the Mozambique galago. In
combination with the non-significant differences in Unit duration (most likely inflicted
by the significant intraspecific variation in both taxa) and Phrase length the quantitative
analysis present the same picture as the qualitative analysis - the Kalwe galago emits the
Incremental Call faster than the Mozambique galago. That the Kalwe galago also were
emphasizing these calls at more than twice the frequency (Formant frequency: 6.7 kHz
vs. 3.2 kHz) confirms the perceived twittering effect in comparison with the Mozambique
galago – this in spite of the significantly higher call frequencies (Highest frequency: 9.7
kHz vs. 8.8 kHz) by the Mozambique galago.
The interpretation of the rest of the call comparisons should be taken with a grain of
salt considering the different sample sizes but they should not be completely disregarded.
The Kalwe galago’s Buzz-Screech emphasis were higher pitched (7.2 kHz vs. 5.1 kHz),
their Sweep-Screech Unit- and Inter-unit durations was shorter, and Yaps were given in a
more rapid succession (Inter-unit duration: 0.60 s vs. 0.76 s) than the Mozambique
galago; i.e. the overall qualitative impression of a more eager and intense caller, was
quantitatively confirmed.

Table 3.6 Statistical comparison of homologous calls occurring in both the Mozambique and the
Kalwe galago vocal profiles.
N Mozambique
Simple call
Parameter
N Kalwe galago
U
Z
galago
Incremental Call
Unit duration
17†
19†
133.0
0.9ns
2.6**
Inter-unit duration
17
19
80.0
2.7**
Highest frequency
17
19
75.5
-3.0**
Formant frequency
16
9
19.0
Fundamental frequency
8
18
46.0
-1.4ns
Phrase length
18
17
99.0
-1.8ns
-2.5*
Units/Phrase
18
16
72.5
Buzz-Screech

Unit duration
Inter-unit duration
Highest frequency
Formant frequency
Fundamental frequency

14†
14†
14
14
N/A

5
4
5
5
N/A

23.0
21.0
35.0
3.0

-1.1ns
0.7ns
0.0ns
-3.0**
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Sweep-Screech

Unit duration
Inter-unit duration
Highest frequency
Formant frequency
Fundamental frequency

37
24
37
N/A
N/A

Yap

Unit duration
34
Inter-unit duration
33
Highest frequency
30
Formant frequency
18
Fundamental frequency
N/A
***
= p < 0.001; ** = p < 0.01; * = p < 0.05; ns = not significant
†
Significant intraspecific variation.

7
7
7
N/A
N/A

36.0
42.0
72.0

3.0**
2.0*
1.8ns

5
5
5
4
N/A

60.0
21.0
72.0
26.0

-1.1ns
2.7**
0.1ns
-0.9ns

3.2

The mountain dwarf galago vs. the Ukinga galago

3.2.1

Mountain dwarf galago, Eastern Arc Mountains, Tanzania

In 855 minutes of analyzed recordings 94 of 106 extracted calls were of analytical
quality. The derived vocal profile based on these calls can be found in Table 3.7. Simple
calls of 10 different types were identified where 9 occurred in 11 series of complex call
sequences.
The Unit duration of Screech and Descending Screech were found to vary
intraspecifically (Table 3.8).
Table 3.7 Vocal profile of the mountain dwarf galago, Eastern Arc Mountains, Tanzania.
Simple call
Description
Repetitive Call
Quiet units of 2-3 subunits, given in series and at a regular tempo and
constant volume and tone. Also called Advertising Call.
Buzz
Single, prolonged, and progressively fading unit with elements of
vibration.
Screech
Intense and usually harsh single unit that frequently occur in series, often
for an extended duration.
Grunt
Short and relatively harsh single units that resemble pig grunts and occur
(i) in conjunction with or linked to other calls, (ii) as if on the ‘backbreath’ in gaps between other call units, and (iii) usually as a series.
Descending Screech
A mixture of Screeches and Grunts given in a rapid, descending series.
Shriek
Very intense and harsh version of the Screech.
Descending Shriek
A mixture of Shrieks and Grunts given in a rapid, descending series.
Yap
Short single units that resemble dog yaps. Frequently occurs in series,
often for an extended duration and in combination with other units of
calls.
Chatter
Series of rapid, short Yaps, often descending.
Twitter
Relatively quiet, emphasized rapidly trilled units.
Shivering Trill
Series of relatively quiet, soft, rapidly trilled units. Also called
Tambourine Calls.
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Complex call
Buzz + Descending Screech
Grunts + Screech
Grunts + Yaps
Grunts + Screech + Yaps
Yaps + Descending
Screech
Yaps + Descending Shriek
Yaps + Screech
Yaps + Chatter
Yaps + Shivering Trill
Yaps + Grunts + Shivering Trill
Yaps + Twitter
Table 3.8 Quantitative description of the sampled the mountain dwarf galago’s vocal profile (s =
seconds; Hz = Hertz). Significant intraspecific variation in Unit- and Inter-unit duration
measurements is marked with asterisks (detailed Table of intraspecific analysis can be found in
Appendix 2).
Simple call
Parameter
Unit
N
Mean ± S.D.
Range
Repetitive Call
Unit duration
s
3
0.18 ± 0.02
0.16-0.20
Inter-unit duration
s
3
0.19 ± 0.09
0.10-0.28
2972-4048
Highest frequency
Hz
3
3567 ± 547
Formant frequency
Hz
3
2641 ± 827
1895-3531
969-1680
Fundamental frequency
Hz
3
1228 ± 393
Phrase length
s
1
5.88
Units/Phrase
#/Ph
N/A
Unit duration
Inter-unit duration
Highest frequency
Formant frequency
Fundamental frequency

s
s
Hz
Hz
Hz

2
N/A
2
2
2

0.76 ± 0.49

0.41-1.11

3661 ± 91
2535 ± 304
862 ± 183

3596-3725
2320-2750
732-991

Screech

Unit duration**
Inter-unit duration
Highest frequency
Formant frequency
Fundamental frequency

s
s
Hz
Hz
Hz

8
3
15
12
14

0.35 ± 0.05
0.34 ± 0.42
7247 ± 591
4328 ± 621
1080 ± 750

0.29-0.45
0.05-0.83
6568-8699
3445-5685
646-2885

Grunt

Unit duration
Inter-unit duration
Highest frequency
Formant frequency
Fundamental frequency

s
s
Hz
Hz
Hz

N/A
N/A
2
2
2

646 ± 61
582 ± 30
528 ± 107

603-689
560-603
452-603

Unit duration**
Inter-unit duration
Highest frequency
Formant frequency
Fundamental frequency
Phrase length
Units/Phrase

s
s
Hz
Hz
Hz
s
#/Ph

17
8
21
21
21
15
14

0.33 ± 0.13
0.13 ± 0.07
6429 ± 1548
3643 ± 616
1442 ± 637
3.39 ± 2.89
7.1 ± 3.2

0.21-0.67
0.08-0.27
3876-9152
2756-4996
538-3531
1.55-13.57
3-13

Buzz

Descending Screech
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Yap

Unit duration
Inter-unit duration
Highest frequency
Formant frequency
Fundamental frequency

s
s
Hz
Hz
Hz

15
15
17
17
13

0.06 ± 0.02
0.46 ± 0.22
7762 ± 2005
5134 ± 1244
2503 ± 1483

0.04-0.11
0.29-1.18
4630-10078
4083-7494
258-5082

Chatter

Unit duration
Inter-unit duration
Highest frequency
Formant frequency
Fundamental frequency

s
s
Hz
Hz
Hz

5
2
7
5
5

0.23 ± 0.11
0.03 ± 0.01
8118 ± 1481
5465 ± 110
1356 ± 206

0.16-0.42
0.02-0.04
6503-10228
5340-5599
1227-1723

Twitter

Unit duration
Inter-unit duration
Highest frequency
Formant frequency
Fundamental frequency

s
s
Hz
Hz
Hz

N/A
N/A
2
1
2

6848 ± 3777
3273
2509 ± 1568

s
s
Hz
Hz
Hz
s
#/Ph

16
11
27
16
10
4
N/A

Shivering Trill

Unit duration
Inter-unit duration
Highest frequency
Formant frequency
Fundamental frequency
Phrase length
Units/Phrase
***
= p < 0.001; ** = p < 0.01; * = p < 0.05

3.2.2

0.25 ± 0.07
0.24 ± 0.11
9449 ± 749
6732 ± 913
4283 ± 1721
2.86 ± 1.60

4177-9518
1400-3618
0.14-0.38
0.05-0.42
7709-10810
5125-8613
1034-6783
1.92-5.26

The Ukinga galago, Mt Rungwe, Tanzania

In 225 minutes of analyzed recordings 62 of 65 extracted calls were of analytical
quality. The derived vocal profile, listed in Table 3.9, was comprised of 15 simple calls
of which 9 were used in 7 complex calls
The quantitative assessment of the calls reveled intraspecific variation in the Interunit sequence of the Repetitive Call (Table 3.10).
Table 3.9 Vocal profile of the Ukinga galago, Mt Rungwe, Tanzania.
Simple call
Description
Repetitive Call
Quiet units of 2-3 subunits, given in series and at a regular tempo and
constant volume and tone. Also called Advertising Call.
Buzz
Single, prolonged, and progressively fading unit with elements of vibration.
Screech
Intense and usually harsh single unit that frequently occur in series, often for
an extended duration.
Double Screech
Screech given in double units.
Double Squeak
Short, less harsh, and less intense version of the Screech given in double
units.
Grunt
Short and relatively harsh single units that resemble pig grunts and occur (i)
in conjunction with or linked to other calls, (ii) as if on the ‘back-breath’ in
gaps between other call units, and (iii) usually as a series.
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Descending Screech
Yap

A mixture of Screeches and Grunts given in a rapid, descending series.
Short single units that resemble dog yaps. Frequently occurs in series, often
for an extended duration and in combination with other units of calls.
As Yaps but with low pitch Grunt-like elements initiating each unit.
Intense, high pitch version of Yaps.
Series of rapid, short Yaps, often descending.
Fixed sequence of Chatter with pronounced sub-units.
Series of relatively rapid, clear-toned, and descending note units.
Relatively quiet, emphasized rapidly trilled units.
Variable length series of whistled notes of constant volume and pitch.

Grunt Yap
Strident Yap
Chatter
Chatter Staccato
Descending Whistle
Twitter
Rapid Whistle
Complex call
Grunt + Buzz
Grunt + Grunt Yap
Yap + Descending Screech
Yap + Screech
Yap + Screech + Chatter
Yap + Chatter Staccato
Yap + Rapid Whistle

Table 3.10 Quantitative description of the sampled Ukinga galago’s vocal profile (s = seconds; Hz =
Hertz). Significant intraspecific variation in Unit- and Inter-unit duration measurements is marked
with asterisks (detailed Table of intraspecific analysis can be found in Appendix 2).
Simple call
Repetitive Call

Mean ± S.D.
0.34 ± 0.06
0.44 ± 0.10
5555 ± 1298
2979 ± 631
1464
3.83 ± 2.01
5.8 ± 3.0

Parameter
Unit duration
Inter-unit duration*
Highest frequency
Formant frequency
Fundamental frequency
Phrase length
Units/Phrase

Unit
s
s
Hz
Hz
Hz
s
#/Ph

N
10
10
7
6
1
10
11

Unit duration
Inter-unit duration
Highest frequency
Formant frequency
Fundamental frequency

s
s
Hz
Hz
Hz

3
N/A
2
3
2

0.59 ± 0.45

0.16-1.05

4922 ± 2662
2493 ± 661
438 ± 132

3039-6804
1750-3015
345-531

Screech

Unit duration
Inter-unit duration
Highest frequency
Formant frequency
Fundamental frequency

s
s
Hz
Hz
Hz

7
4
10
10
6

0.29 ± 0.05
0.14 ± 0.15
9763 ± 794
7405 ± 1248
2354 ± 820

0.21-0.35
0.03-0.36
7838-10508
5513-9044
1292-3273

Double Screech

Unit duration
Inter-unit duration
Highest frequency
Formant frequency
Fundamental frequency

s
s
Hz
Hz
Hz

4
4
4
4
N/A

0.28 ± 0.02
0.15 ± 0.16
9970 ± 611
6421 ± 154

0.26-0.29
0.06-0.40
9216-10508
6288-6563

Buzz

Range
0.25-0.43
0.26-0.67
3876-6955
2670-4264
2.00-8.72
3-14
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Double Squeak

Unit duration
Inter-unit duration
Highest frequency
Formant frequency
Fundamental frequency

s
s
Hz
Hz
Hz

1
1
1
1
1

0.43
0.24
9044
2842
1378

Descending Screech

Unit duration
Inter-unit duration
Highest frequency
Formant frequency
Fundamental frequency
Phrase length
Units/Phrase

s
s
Hz
Hz
Hz
s
#/Ph

3
2
6
7
3
2
2

1.00 ± 1.22
0.13 ± 0.04
9288 ± 758
7022 ± 2553
2469 ± 960
1.99 ± 0.59
6.0 ± 4.2

0.17-2.41
0.10-0.15
7838-9819
1697-8786
1378-3187
1.57-2.41
3-9

Yap

Unit duration
Inter-unit duration
Highest frequency
Formant frequency
Fundamental frequency

s
s
Hz
Hz
Hz

6
6
2
3
1

0.09 ± 0.04
0.37 ± 0.12
8441 ± 2924
7264 ± 1858
5685

0.02-0.15
0.18-0.52
6373-10508
5943-9388

Grunt-Yap

Unit duration
Inter-unit duration
Highest frequency
Formant frequency
Fundamental frequency

s
s
Hz
Hz
Hz

6
6
1
N/A
1

0.05 ± 0.002
0.64 ± 0.16
8656

0.05-0.05
0.40-0.79

Unit duration
Inter-unit duration
Highest frequency
Formant frequency
Fundamental frequency

s
s
Hz
Hz
Hz

2
1
3
3
N/A

Unit duration
Inter-unit duration
Highest frequency
Formant frequency
Fundamental frequency

s
s
Hz
Hz
Hz

3
3
3
3
N/A

s
s
Hz
Hz
Hz
s
#/Ph

N/A
N/A
1
2
N/A
1
N/A

Chatter

Chatter Staccato

Descending Whistle

Unit duration
Inter-unit duration
Highest frequency
Formant frequency
Fundamental frequency
Phrase length
Units/Phrase
***
**
= p < 0.001; = p < 0.01; * = p < 0.05

N/A
N/A

1766
0.20 ± 0.17
0.10
9503 ± 505
5168 ± 517

9130-10078
4651-5685

1.84 ± 0.25
4.79 ± 1.27
8168 ± 581
3531 ± 431

1.57-2.06
3.82-6.22
7580-8742
3101-3962

7709
7235 ± 243

7063-7407

0.08-0.32

1.17
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3.2.3 Qualitative Comparison
The Repetitive Call of the mountain dwarf galago was found to have more
pronounced units, a slightly reduced tempo and was emitted at a lower pitch compared to
the Ukinga galago (Figure 3.11 and 3.12; Table 3.11).
Even if certain specific simple calls presented higher temporal qualities, the overall
vocal profile reflected the findings in the Repetitive Call comparison. The mountain
dwarf galago appeared to be reduced slightly in tempo and emitted calls at a lower pitch
compared to the Ukinga galago. Homologous calls emitted by both taxa of sufficient
quality were put in oscillograms and spectrograms to illustrate the level of parity in vocal
communication (Figures 3.13-3.18).

Table 3.11 Qualitative comparisons between homologous calls of the mountain dwarf and the Ukinga
galago emphasizing the main difference between homologous calls. Specific calls are also listed
under respective taxon.
Simple call
Mountain dwarf galago
Ukinga galago
Repetitive Call
More pronounced, slower version.
Slightly higher pitch, slightly more rapid
execution.
Buzz
N/A
N/A
Screech
More emphasis on the first part of the
Slightly softer intonation.
call.
Grunt
N/A
N/A
Descending
Slightly lower pitch.
More intense and higher pitch.
Screech
Yap
Slightly lower pitch and little more
‘Lighter’ and slightly higher pitched.
intonation.
Chatter
Hush-like execution.
Higher pitch, more whining impression.
Specific Simple call
Shivering Trill
Twitter
Shivering Twitter
Shriek

Specific Simple call
Double Screech
Grunt Yap
Strident Yap
Descending Whistle
Double Squeak
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Figure 3.11 Oscillogram and spectrogram of a Repetitive Call emitted by the mountain dwarf galago.

Figure 3.12 Oscillogram and spectrogram of a Repetitive Call emitted by the Ukinga galago.

Figure 3.13 Oscillogram and spectrogram of a Buzz and Descending Screech emitted by the
mountain dwarf galago.

Figure 3.14 Oscillogram and spectrogram of Yaps (faint) and Descending Screech emitted by the
Ukinga galago.
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Figure 3.15 Oscillogram and spectrogram of Grunts (short black lines leveling at ~700 Hz on the
spectrogram) and Screech emitted by the mountain dwarf galago.

Figure 3.16 Oscillogram and spectrogram of a Screech emitted by the Ukinga galago.

Figure 3.17 Oscillogram and spectrogram of Chatter emitted by the mountain dwarf galago.

Figure 3.18 Oscillogram and spectrogram of Chatter emitted by the Ukinga galago.
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3.2.4

Quantitative Comparison
There was a sample size skew in either one or the other direction putting some

restraints on the interpretations of the quantitative comparative analysis (Table 3.12). The
Unit duration of the Repetitive Calls were found significantly shorter in the mountain
dwarf galago (0.18 s) compared to the Ukinga galago (0.34 s). This was also found in
Inter-unit duration but that analysis was disregarded due to significant intraspecific
variation in the Ukinga galago. The two taxa also differed significantly in Highest
frequency emission where the mountain dwarf galago average of 3.6 kHz were 2 kHz
lower in pitch than the Ukinga galago (5.6 kHz).
When remaining calls of the vocal profiles were compared, significant differences in
emission frequency displayed the same pattern as in the Repetitive Call. The Screech and
Descending Screech of the Ukinga galago were both averaging at higher Highest
frequencies and higher Formant frequencies (tonal emphasis) than the mountain dwarf
galago did. In the case of the Screech, the Ukinga galago (2.3 kHz) was more than two
times higher in pitch than the mountain dwarf galago (1.1 kHz). Unit duration
differences in Screech were, again, disregarded due to intraspecific variation of the call
parameter in the mountain dwarf galago.
Table 3.12 Statistical comparison of homologous calls occurring in both the mountain dwarf and the
Ukinga galago vocal profiles.
N mountain
Simple call
Parameter
U
Z
dwarf galago N Ukinga galago
-2.5**
Repetitive Call
Unit duration
3
10
0.0
-2.4*
Inter-unit duration
3
10†
1.0
-2.2*
Highest frequency
3
7
1.0
Formant frequency
3
6
5.0
-1.0ns
Fundamental frequency
N/A
N/A
Descending Screech
Unit duration
17†
3
20.0
-0.6ns
6.0
-0.7ns
Inter-unit duration
9
2†
-3.4***
Highest frequency
21
6
5.0
-2.8**
Formant frequency
21
7
21.0
Fundamental frequency
21
3
13.0
-1.6ns
Phrase length
15
2
7.0
1.2ns
Units/Phrase
14
2
11.5
0.4ns
Chatter

Unit duration
Inter-unit duration
Highest frequency
Formant frequency
Fundamental frequency

5
N/A
7
5
N/A

2
N/A
3
3
N/A

4.0

0.4ns

5.0
5.0

1.3ns
0.7ns
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Screech

Unit duration
Inter-unit duration
Highest frequency
Formant frequency
Fundamental frequency

8†
3
15
12
14

Yap

Unit duration
16
Inter-unit duration
16
Highest frequency
17
Formant frequency
17
Fundamental frequency
N/A
***
= p < 0.001; ** = p < 0.01; * = p < 0.05; ns = not significant
†
Significant intraspecific variation.

7
4
10
10
6

9.5
4.0
2.0
1.0
9.0

2.1*
0.7ns
-4.0***
-3.9***
-2.7**

6
6
2
3
N/A

25.0
43.5
11.0
8.0

-1.7ns
-0.3ns
-0.8ns
-1.9ns

3.3

Pugu dwarf galago vs. Rondo dwarf galago

3.3.1

The Pugu dwarf galago, Pugu forest reserve, Tanzania

In 225 minutes of analyzed recordings 41of 44 extracted calls were of analytical
quality (the smallest sample of the study). The derived vocal profile based on these calls
can be found in Table 3.13. Simple calls of 6 different types were identified whereof 4
appeared in 3 series of complex call sequences.
No intraspecific variation was found in any call (Table 3.14).

Table 3.13 Vocal profile of the Pugu dwarf galago, Pugu forest reserve, Tanzania.
Simple call
Description
Single Unit Rolling Call
Trilled subunits increasing then decreasing in intensity.
(SRC)
Buzz (B)
Single, or double, prolonged, and progressively fading unit with elements of
vibration.
Grunt (G)
Short and relatively harsh single units that resemble pig grunts and occur (i)
in conjunction with or linked to other calls, (ii) as if on the ‘back-breath’ in
gaps between other call units, and (iii) usually as a series.
Shriek (Shrk)
Very intense and usually harsh single unit that frequently occur in series,
often for an extended duration.
Chatter (Ch)
Series of rapid, short Yaps, often descending.
Rapid Whistle (RW)
Variable length series of whistled notes (units) of constant volume and pitch
(only identified in combination with initiating Buzz). Resembles car alarm
played in high speed.
Complex call
Buzz + Rapid Whistle
Grunt + Buzz
Grunt + Shriek
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Table 3.14 Quantitative description of the sampled Pugu dwarf galago’s vocal profile (s = seconds;
Hz = Hertz). No significant intraspecific variation in Unit- and Inter-unit duration measurements
were found (detailed Table of intraspecific analysis can be found in Appendix 2).
Simple call
Single Unit Rolling Call

Parameter
Unit duration
Inter-unit duration
Highest frequency
Formant frequency
Fundamental frequency
Phrase length
Units/Phrase

Entity
s
s
Hz
Hz
Hz
s
#/Ph

N
15
15
5
7
15
14
14

Mean ± S.D.
0.21 ± 0.08
0.30 ± 0.06
8178 ± 509
2289 ± 914
1019 ± 176
3.77 ± 1.38
7.9 ± 2.3

Range
0.12-0.34
0.19-0.38
7623-8915
1464-3575
689-1206
2.45-6.55
6-13

Buzz

Unit duration
Inter-unit duration
Highest frequency
Formant frequency
Fundamental frequency

s
s
Hz
Hz
Hz

22
7
16
4
23

0.50 ± 0.26
0.55 ± 0.70
8154 ± 602
4307 ± 2439
739 ± 124

0.19-1.11
0.11-2.08
6783-9388
1292-6331
603-1120

Grunt

Unit duration
Inter-unit duration
Highest frequency
Formant frequency
Fundamental frequency

s
s
Hz
Hz
Hz

4
4
2
2
3

0.06 ± 0.05
0.72 ± 0.27
1432 ± 167
1292 ± 182
1048 ± 66

0.03-0.13
0.41-1.09
1314-1550
1163-1421
991-1120

Rapid Whistle

Unit duration
Inter-unit duration
Highest frequency
Formant frequency
Fundamental frequency
Phrase length
Units/Phrase

s
s
Hz
Hz
Hz
s
#/Ph

11
11
N/A
N/A
11
11
4

0.07 ± 0.01
0.06 ± 0.01

0.04-0.08
0.04-0.08

797 ± 194
5.72 ± 3.23
28.3 ± 9.4

603-1120
1.65-11.49
17-37

3.3.2

The Rondo dwarf galago, Rondo forest reserve, Tanzania

In 243 minutes of analyzed recordings 138 of 143 extracted calls were of analytical
quality. The derived vocal profile based on these calls can be found in Table 3.15. Simple
calls of 14 different types were identified whereof 8 appeared in 8 series of complex call
sequences.
Significant intraspecific variation was identified in Unit duration of Screech and in
Inter-unit duration of Double Squawks and Rapid Whistle (Table 3.16).
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Table 3.15 Vocal profile of the Rondo dwarf galago, Rondo forest reserve, Tanzania.
Simple call
Description
Double Unit Rolling Call
Trilled subunits increasing then decreasing in intensity.
Buzz
Single, prolonged, and progressively fading unit with elements of vibration.
Screech
Intense and usually harsh single unit that frequently occur in series, often for
an extended duration.
Squeak
Shorter, less harsh, and least intense (although frequently higher-pitched)
version of the Screech.
Shriek
Very intense and harsh version of the Screech.
Grunt
Short and relatively harsh single units that resemble pig grunts and occur (i)
in conjunction with or linked to other calls, (ii) as if on the ‘back-breath’ in
gaps between other call units, and (iii) usually as a series.
Screech-Grunt
Harsh, intense single unit Screech with quiet grunted tail, often given in
series.
Yap
Short single units that resemble dog yaps. Frequently occurs in series, often
for an extended duration and in combination with other units of calls.
Grunt-Yap
Grunt-like initiation of Yaps.
Double Squawk
Intense, harsh, and slightly extended version of the Yap given as a doubleunit call. May occur in series.
Chatter
Series of rapid, short, Yaps, often descending.
Chirrup
Series of ascending, short, rapid trills.
Shivering Twitter
Series of relatively quiet and rapidly trilled units.
Rapid Whistle
Variable length series of whistled notes (units) of constant volume and pitch
(almost always in combination with initiating Buzz). Resembles car alarm
played in high speed.
Complex call
Buzz + Grunt
Buzz + Rapid Whistle
Buzz + Yap + Rapid Whistle
Buzz + Yap + Grunt + Rapid Whistle
Screech-Grunt + Grunt
Shriek + Double Squawk
Yap + Chirrup
Yap + Rapid Whistle
Yaps + Shivering Twitter
Yaps + Squeaks

Table 3.16 Quantitative description of the sampled Rondo dwarf galago’s vocal profile (s = seconds;
Hz = Hertz). Significant intraspecific variation in Unit- and Inter-unit duration measurements is
marked with asterisks (detailed Table of intraspecific analysis can be found in Appendix 2).
Simple call
Double Unit Rolling Call

Parameter
Unit duration
Inter-unit duration
Highest frequency
Formant frequency
Fundamental frequency

Entity
s
s
Hz
Hz
Hz

N
6
6
5
8
6

Mean ± S.D.
0.30 ± 0.03
0.12 ± 0.03
4302 ± 2344
1626 ± 370
847 ± 127

Range
0.26-0.34
0.10-0.17
3015-8441
1292-2412
732-1077
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Buzz

Unit duration
Inter-unit duration
Highest frequency
Formant frequency
Fundamental frequency

s
s
Hz
Hz
Hz

19
8
18
11
17

0.31 ± 0.10
2.78 ± 2.62
8354 ± 1337
6464 ± 1186
800 ± 164

0.19-0.49
0.08-6.18
5934-10379
4694-8527
603-1120

Screech

Unit duration*
Inter-unit duration
Highest frequency
Formant frequency
Fundamental frequency

s
s
Hz
Hz
Hz

10
10
9
6
8

0.24 ± 0.04
0.70 ± 0.42
8275 ± 1582
2718 ± 176
1111 ± 131

0.16-0.29
0.43-1.82
6460-10250
2438-2929
904-1249

Squeak

Unit duration
Inter-unit duration
Highest frequency
Formant frequency
Fundamental frequency

s
s
Hz
Hz
Hz

2
2
2
2
2

0.59 ± 0.10
4.90 ± 0.68
9023 ± 213
4372 ± 30
1443 ± 457

0.52-0.66
4.42-5.38
8872-9173
4350-4393
1120-1766

Grunt

Unit duration
Inter-unit duration
Highest frequency
Formant frequency
Fundamental frequency

s
s
Hz
Hz
Hz

13
13
13
13
12

0.12 ± 0.04
0.48 ± 0.36
2017 ± 897
861 ± 472
466 ± 212

0.08-0.18
0.03-1.47
732-3445
430-1766
250-1077

Screech-Grunt

Unit duration
Inter-unit duration
Highest frequency
Formant frequency
Fundamental frequency

s
s
Hz
Hz
Hz

34
34
29
29
33

0.41 ± 0.10
0.72 ± 0.39
7429 ± 1154
2626 ± 921
730 ± 226

0.22-0.63
0.07-1.72
6072-10379
1335-5426
388-1206

Yap

Unit duration
Inter-unit duration
Highest frequency
Formant frequency
Fundamental frequency

s
s
Hz
Hz
Hz

28
25
20
13
16

0.15 ± 0.18
0.94 ± 1.02
7662 ± 1687
4303 ± 1878
1420 ± 1172

0.04-0.85
0.35-5.38
2369-9690
1335-7364
474-5556

Grunt Yap

Unit duration
Inter-unit duration
Highest frequency
Formant frequency
Fundamental frequency

s
s
Hz
Hz
Hz

4
4
4
2
4

0.38 ± 0.12
0.40 ± 0.14
5631 ± 307
1465 ± 487
582 ± 386

0.21-0.47
0.24-0.57
5254-5986
1120-1809
215-1120

Double Squawk

Unit duration
Inter-unit duration*
Highest frequency
Formant frequency
Fundamental frequency

s
s
Hz
Hz
Hz

8
8
8
8
6

0.47 ± 0.30
0.26 ± 0.17
3734 ± 2007
1238 ± 212
610 ± 155

0.16-0.95
0.06-0.55
1809-8269
775-1421
345-775
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Chatter

Unit duration
Inter-unit duration
Highest frequency
Formant frequency
Fundamental frequency
Phrase length
Units/Phrase

s
s
Hz
Hz
Hz
s
#/Ph

7
7
9
7
5
7
7

0.17 ± 0.01
0.06 ± 0.02
9603 ± 404
2159 ± 2688
904 ± 220
3.66 ± 1.27
18.3 ± 8.4

0.15-0.19
0.04-0.09
8786-10034
775-8183
646-1163
2.05-5.43
10-34

Chirrups

Unit duration
Inter-unit duration
Highest frequency
Formant frequency
Fundamental frequency

s
s
Hz
Hz
Hz

6
6
6
5
6

0.39 ± 0.19
0.84 ± 0.70
8513 ± 1561
3462 ± 375
1091 ± 222

0.19-0.66
0.26-2.14
6848-10164
3144-4091
646-1249

Shivering Twitter

Unit duration
Inter-unit duration
Highest frequency
Formant frequency
Fundamental frequency

s
s
Hz
Hz
Hz

21
21
22
13
17

1.42 ± 0.43
4.88 ± 2.45
8972 ± 1024
6954 ± 894
3460 ± 1805

0.66-2.23
0.49-10.02
6848-10508
5082-8398
1077-6158

s
s
Hz
Hz
Hz
s
#/Ph

25
25
20
22
25
3
3

0.08 ± 0.01
0.07 ± 0.01
3546 ± 2135
1655 ± 1274
849 ± 192
2.86 ± 2.24
23.0 ± 12.2

0.06-0.12
0.03-0.11
1852-9475
775-7106
603-1335
1.25-5.42
15-37

Rapid Whistle

Unit duration
Inter-unit duration***
Highest frequency
Formant frequency
Fundamental frequency
Phrase length
Units/Phrase
***
= p < 0.001; ** = p < 0.01; * = p < 0.05

3.3.3

Qualitative Comparison
The advertisement call, Single and Double Unit Rolling Call (Figure 3.19 and 3.20),

were markedly different between these two populations (Table 3.17). The calls follow the
same ‘blueprint’ but the striking difference was the Pugu dwarf galago’s Single Unit
Rolling Call’s ‘progressive’ emission in comparison with the Rondo dwarf galago’s
Double Unit Rolling Call’s lower pitch and inhale extra sub-unit which gave it a
‘hesitating’ emission. The extra sub-unit was clearly visible as the smaller amplitude
peak in the oscillogram and as a shorter wave in the spectrogram following the major
amplitude peak and wave (Figure 3.20).
Even with/because of relatively few calls available of the Pugu dwarf galago,
comparisons between homologous calls of the Rondo dwarf galago vocal profile
presented quite distinctive differences. Homologous calls emitted by both taxa of
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sufficient quality were put in oscillograms and spectrograms to illustrate the level of
parity in vocal communication (Figures 3.21-3.27).
Table 3.17 Qualitative comparisons between homologous calls of the Pugu dwarf and Rondo dwarf
galago emphasizing the main difference between homologous calls. Specific calls are also listed
under respective taxon.
Simple call
Pugu dwarf galago
Rondo dwarf galago
Single Unit/Double Unit
Each unit ‘moves forward’ (SRC). After each unit ‘moving forward’
Rolling Call
there is one ‘moving backwards’
(DRC).
Buzz
More ’electric’ touch.
Higher pitch.
Chatter
Whistle-like and higher pitch.
Slower and more buzz-like.
Shriek
N/A
N/A
Grunt
More dog yap, higher pitch.
Anticipating, build-up like (the
stereotypical chimpanzee outburst
build-up) character with slightly
lower pitch.
Rapid Whistle
N/A
N/A
Specific Simple calls
Chirrup
Double Squawk
Grunt Yaps
Rapid Whistle
Screech
Shivering Twitter
Screech-Grunt
Yap

Figure 3.19 Oscillogram and spectrogram of a Single Unit Rolling Call emitted by the Pugu dwarf
galago.

Figure 3.20 Oscillogram and spectrogram of Double Unit Rolling Call emitted by the Rondo dwarf
galago.
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Figure 3.21 Oscillogram and spectrogram of Buzz and Rapid Whistle emitted by the Pugu dwarf
galago.

Figure 3.22 Oscillogram and spectrogram of a Buzz and Rapid Whistle emitted by the Rondo dwarf
galago.

Figure 3.23 Oscillogram and spectrogram of Chatter (with scale rise around the 3.2 second mark)
emitted by the Pugu dwarf galago.

Figure 3.24 Oscillogram and spectrogram of Chatter emitted by the Rondo dwarf galago.
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Figure 3.25 Oscillogram and spectrogram of Grunts and Shriek emitted by the Pugu dwarf galago.

Figure 3.26 Oscillogram and spectrogram of Shriek emitted by the Rondo dwarf galago.

Figure 3.27 Oscillogram and spectrogram of Grunts emitted by the Rondo dwarf galago.

3.3.4 Quantitative Comparison
Detailed quantitative comparison can be found in Table 3.18. The Single Unit
Rolling Call of the Pugu dwarf galago was significantly shorter in Unit duration (0.21 s)
and had longer Inter-unit duration (0.30 s) than the Double Unit Rolling Call in the
Rondo dwarf galago (0.30 s and 0.12 s, respectively). The Fundamental frequency was
also marginally different but significantly higher in the Pugu dwarf galago (1.0 kHz) than
in the Rondo dwarf galago (0.8 kHz).
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Comparisons of other vocal profile parameters were indicating on further differences
in quantitative call parameters. The Unit duration of emitted Buzzes in the Pugu dwarf
galago was significantly longer (0.50 s) than in the Rondo dwarf galago (0.31 s). Further,
Unit durations of Grunts (0.06 s) and Rapid Whistles (0.07s) were significantly shorter in
emission time in the Pugu dwarf galago than in the Rondo dwarf galago (0.12 s and 0.08
s respectively). The Fundamental frequency in the Pugu dwarf galago Grunts was about
twice the frequency (1.0 kHz) of that of the Rondo dwarf galago (0.5 kHz).

Table 3.18 Statistical comparison of homologous calls occurring in both the Pugu dwarf and Rondo
dwarf galago vocal profiles.
N Pugu
N Rondo dwarf
Simple call
Parameter
U
Z
dwarf galago
galago
-2.3*
S/D Unit Rolling Call
Unit duration
15
6
16.0
Inter-unit duration
2.6***
15
6
0.0
Highest frequency
5
5
3.5
1.9ns
Formant frequency
7
8
14.0
1.6ns
Fundamental frequency
2.1*
15
6
18.0
Phrase length
14
8
56.0
0.0ns
Units/Phrase
14
8
49.5
-0.4ns

Buzz

Unit duration
Inter-unit duration
Highest frequency
Formant frequency
Fundamental frequency

22
7
16
4
23

19
8
18
11
17

105.0
22.0
140.5
13.0
165.5

-2.7**
0.7ns
0.1ns
1.2ns
0.8ns

Grunt

Unit duration
Inter-unit duration
Highest frequency
Formant frequency
Fundamental frequency

4
4
2
2
3

13
13
13
13
12

7.0
12.0
8.0
6.0
2.0

2.2*
-1.6ns
0.8ns
-1.2ns
-2.3*

28
25†
N/A
N/A
26
3
3

77.5
86.0

2.4*
1.8ns

111.0
8.0
4.0

1.1ns
-1.3ns
-0.7ns

Rapid Whistle

Unit duration
11
Inter-unit duration
11
Highest frequency
N/A
Formant frequency
N/A
Fundamental frequency
11
Phrase length
11
Units/Phrase
4
***
= p < 0.001; ** = p < 0.01; * = p < 0.05; ns = not significant
†
Significant intraspecific variation.
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CHAPTER 4

4.1

DISCUSSION

Mozambique galago vs. Kalwe galago
The findings from the qualitative analysis of the Kalwe galago advertising call being

more rapid and ‘twittering’ in emission than the homologue in the Mozambique galago
was thoroughly quantitatively established. The fact that the calls differed significantly in
the key parameters Inter-unit duration and Formant frequency (Masters, 1991) is, in
itself, sufficient for suspecting specific differences between the populations advertising
calls. In a similar quantitative comparison between the Kalwe galago and a Kenyan
population of the Zanzibar galago (G. zanzibaricus 2 ) significant differences in Sequence
interval duration, Highest and Formant frequency were found (Courtenay and Bearder,
1989). However, those findings were set in conjunction with locomotor behavior and
pelage color and were judged not sufficient for separating the two populations on a
specific level (Courtenay and Bearder, 1989). Though important for a galago’s behavior
and feeding ecology (Bearder and Doyle, 1974; Harcourt and Nash, 1986), locomotor
behavior and pelage color’s importance for specific-mate recognition is unknown and,
hence, can not be used as a species determining parameter if the Recognition Species
Concept (RSC) is applied (Paterson, 1985). Later, more stringent applications of the RSC
separated the Kalwe galago from the Zanzibar galago (i.e. Kenya coast galago) based on
its advertising call (Bearder et al., 1995); and in the light of current knowledge about
species distribution (Butynski et al., 2006) it is highly unlikely that the Kalwe galago
would be a sub-species to the Zanzibar galago .
Even though the results for other loud calls such as the alarm calls Buzz-Screech and
Sweep-Screech, were disturbed by intraspecific variation and background noise impeding
on frequency measurements, they were qualitatively considered and quantitatively
confirmed interspecifically different.
Since the Kalwe and Mozambique galago display differences in advertising calls
and certain loud calls and could, in RSC theory, live sympatrically (Paterson, 1985). Both
taxa has been found in similar habitats and local niches in their respective lowland and

2

Now considered to be the Kenya coast galago (G. cocos) (Grubb et al., 2003; Butynski et al., 2006).
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coastal forests of Malawi and Tanzania (Courtenay & Bearder, 1989; Honess, 1996;
Wallace, 2005); both have known distributions in Malawi (Courtenay and Bearder, 1989;
Honess, 1996; Wallace, 2005); but they have never been observed sympatrically
(Courtenay and Bearder, 1989). Hypothesizing that sufficient research has been done to
establish the apparent lack of sympatric existence these are the most probable theoretical
explanations to this finding:

1) They are the same species inhabiting the same niche but are but are separated by a
geographical barrier.
2) They are the different species inhabiting different niches but are separated
through a geographical barrier.
3) They are different species that inhabits the exact same niche, not separated by a
geographical barrier, leading to competitive exclusion (Pusey and Packer, 1997)
from either region (Bearder et al., 2003).

Observations made during Courtenay & Bearder’s study (1989) at Kalwe Forest
Reserve, Malawi, indicated that the Kalwe galago is smaller than the Mozambique galago
(S.K. Bearder, personal communication). Measurements of morphological characters of
the Kalwe galago made on museum specimens from the Misuku Hills, Malawi, a
population considered conspecific to the Nkhata Bay population, reported that they had
shorter tail, longer feet, and shorter ears than the Mozambique galago (Groves, 2001). In
the current study’s context, however, only the latter can, indirectly, be related to
differences between the two taxa in call parameters and in SMRS, but morphological
differences do, however, provide further indications of possible specific difference
between the Kalwe and Mozambique galago.
In summary, the two taxa displayed sufficiently similar advertising call and general
vocal profile to confine within the common ancestry sub-grouping by Grubb et al. (2003)
but differed in several crucial calling parameters. Based on these findings, the
Mozambique and Kalwe galago can not be considered conspecific.
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4.2

Mountain dwarf galago vs. Ukinga galago
Qualitative assessment of the few available advertisement calls gave indications of

only marginal differences in call emission between the two populations. However, in
conjunction with further qualitative assessment of other loud calls the overall impression
of the vocal repertoire was a slightly more rapid and higher pitched intonation of
homologous calls in the Ukinga galago than in the mountain dwarf galago.
Several of the quantitative comparisons were, unfortunately, confounded by small
sample sizes and intraspecific variation in the key parameters Unit duration and Inter-unit
duration. However, confirmation of the qualitatively perceived higher pitch of the Ukinga
galago loud calls were established in their advertising call (Highest frequency) and in the
other loud calls Descending Screech (Highest and Formant frequency) and Screech
(Highest, Formant, and Fundamental frequency). The significant difference in Unit
duration of the advertisement call gave, however, the opposite picture of the qualitative
assessment, i.e. the mountain dwarf galago had shorter Unit durations than the Ukinga
galago.
The only information specifically describing the Ukinga galago do not include and
information of its overall vocal profile (i.e. Mittermeier et al., 2006). However, Grubb et
al. (2003) place the Ukinga galago among the advertising “rolling callers” (contrary to
“repetitive call” in this study) together with the Zanzibar and Rondo dwarf galago. A.
Perkin (in Grubb et al., 2003) does, however, not think that the Ukinga galago
vocalization sounds anything like the Zanzibar, Rondo dwarf, or mountain dwarf galago.
The information available on the mountain dwarf galago advertising call and vocal
profile (Honess, 1996) designate it a separate sub-grouping among the Galagoides in
Grubb et al. (2003). Groves (2001) placed the Rondo dwarf galago as a co-member in the
mountain dwarf galago sub-grouping – a stance supported by A. Perkin, who also
suggested Demidoff’s dwarf galago (G. demidovii) as a possible member of that
phylogenetic branch (Grubb et al., 2003).
Considering that the Ukinga and mountain dwarf galago have such similar
advertising call as described by this study, and that they both inhabit submontane to
montane forests in the Eastern Arc Mountains (Honess, 1996; Groves, 2001; Bearder et
al., 2003; Mittermeier et al., 2006), it is quite surprising that no study to date has
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suggested them as possible sibling species. S.K. Bearder (personal communication)
consider them conspecific and, even though, the findings of this study do not specifically
support that theory – it can not either exclude possible close phylogenetic relationship
between the two taxa based on advertising call similarities.
The generally higher pitch of the loud calls can, however, give possible implications
of a yet unrecognized niche differentiation between the two taxa. Greater frequency
modulation provide the loud calls of the Ukinga galago with different ambient
penetrating abilities (habitat acoustic properties) than the mountain dwarf galago (Waser
and Brown, 1986). This would imply that the two taxa could be niche separated through
parameters such as differences in preferred canopy height and habitat vegetation density
(Masters, 1991).
In summary, the result of the call comparison was very ambivalent. However, the
findings from the analysis of advertising and loud calls imply that there are specific
differences between the two taxa. Until further research has been conducted on these two
taxa, this result should be interpreted with some caution.

4.3

Pugu dwarf galago vs. Rondo dwarf galago
Sample sizes differed quite substantially in the G. rondoensis analysis (Pugu N=41;

Rondo N=138) leading to few possible comparisons. However, the significantly shorter
Unit duration of the advertising call, Single Unit Rolling Call in the Pugu dwarf galago
and Double Unit Rolling Call in the Rondo dwarf galago, also presented the most
apparent qualitative difference of this study.
It may be implicated that these two taxa share common ancestry, but the differing
advertising calls strongly suggest that they have diverged in regards of specific-mate
recognition system (Paterson, 1985; Bearder et al., 1995). The working hypothesis can
definitely be rejected at the sub-specific taxonomic level that was tested in this study.
It is hard to set these findings in context of previous studies since the data available
on advertisement calls in G. rondoensis are quite ambivalent:

1) Bearder et al. (1995) and Honess (1996) describe the Rondo dwarf galago
advertising call as Double Unit Rolling Call. Incidentally the Matundu dwarf
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galago (G. udzungwensis 3 ) advertising call is described as a Single Unit Rolling
Call (see this study’s Pugu dwarf galago) in the same study.
2) In Honess and Bearder’s (1996) formal taxonomic description of the Rondo
dwarf galago the advertising call is described as the Single Unit Rolling Call;
while the Zanzibar galago advertising call now is described as the Double Unit
Rolling Call.
3) Perkin (2006) describes both Pugu dwarf and Rondo dwarf galago advertising
call as being a Double Unit Rolling Call.
4) Perkin’s notes accompanying analyzed recordings describe the “Rondo-type"advertising calls in Pugu forest reserve (interpreted as Pugu dwarf galago) as
Single Unit Rolling Call.

Accordingly, both the Pugu dwarf and Rondo dwarf galago could either have a
Single (Honess and Bearder, 1996) or Double Unit Rolling Call (Bearder et al., 1995;
Honess, 1996; Perkin, 2006; Perkin, field notes). In an attempt to entangle the literature
on what advertising call of the Pugu dwarf and Rondo dwarf galago emits, the majority
decision comes down to the Double Unit Rolling Call.
The simple call sub-structures of the complex call Buzz and Rapid Whistle (mild
alarm i.e. loud call by Honess, 1996) was confirmed significantly different between the
Pugu dwarf and Rondo dwarf galago populations. This contradicts the qualitative
assessment by Perkin (2006) that states the “buzz and shivering twitters and buzzes and
rapid whistles” are synonymous between the two populations.
There are two probable explanations to this study and Perkin’s (2006) apparent
contradictory findings:
1) In-between Pugu and Rondo forest reserves run the Rufiji river (see Figure 1.1,
p. 2). The river conform a geographical barrier acting as a northern distribution limit for
the Mozambique galago and southern distribution limit for the Zanzibar galago (Butynski
et al., 2006) – implying that it could serve as a barrier between the Pugu dwarf and
Rondo dwarf galago population as well (Perkin, 2006). These two populations could

3

Now considered synonymous with the Zanzibar galago G. zanzibaricus (Grubb et al., 2003).
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have, in other words, developed species-specific vocal repertoires (Bearder et al., 1995;
Honess, 1996) after their ancestral population was geographically separated by the river a case of allopatric speciation (Paterson, 1985).
2) As mentioned above, the Zanzibar galago is also described as emitting an
advertising call of Single Unit Rolling Call-type (Bearder et al., 1995; Honess, 1996).
After a qualitative comparative analysis of the Zanzibar galago Single Unit Rolling Calls
it seems as these calls are synonymous with the advertising calls of the Pugu dwarf
galago. The Zanzibar galago distribution range includes Pugu forest reserve which means
that they are sympatric with the sampled study population of Pugu dwarf galago (Perkin,
2001; Perkin, 2005). This implies that derived calls were falsely assumed to be Pugu
dwarf galago when in fact they were of Zanzibar galago (both taxa were recorded
interspersed on the same tapes under analysis).
In summary, the recordings that were analyzed revealed that the Pugu dwarf and
Rondo dwarf galago are not conspecific. This can be explained by allopatric speciation
events created by a geographical barrier, the Rufiji river, or more likely, because the
alleged Pugu dwarf galago recordings analyzed were not from that sub-species but from
the sympatric Zanzibar galago.
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CHAPTER 5

5.1

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDADTIONS

Conclusions
The aim of this study was to assess other researches vocalization recordings of the

three poorly researched galago taxa Kalwe, Ukinga, and the Pugu dwarf galago through
comparative analyses with sibling taxa in order to establish their taxonomic rank based
on theories of the Recognition Species Concept (Paterson, 1985).
A more or less complete vocal profile was extracted for each taxa investigated. Most
emphasis was put on the comparison of loud calls and, in particularly, the advertising
call due to its recognized species-specificity (Bearder et al., 1995; Harcourt and Bearder,
1989; Zimmermann et al., 1988).
The advertising call and two loud calls of the Kalwe galago differed to such extent
from the compared Mozambique galago that they can not be considered conspecific.
However, they both exhibit an Incremental Call-type which indicates of common
ancestry (Paterson, 1985).
The comparison between the Ukinga and mountain dwarf galago were undermined
by small sample sizes of advertising calls but still revealed significant differences in two
quantitative call parameters. In combination with the populations qualitative and
quantitative differentiation in two other loud calls, it was concluded that they are separate
taxa at either species or sub-species level. Larger sample size of the advertising call is
needed for a more specific taxonomic determination.
The most definite finding of the study was that the Pugu dwarf and Rondo dwarf
galago are different sub-species. This conclusion was based on the most distinct
qualitative differentiation in advertising calls of the study. However, the advertising call
of the Pugu dwarf galago sounds very much like the Zanzibar galago advertising call
(Honess, 1996) raising suspicions of what species actually was sampled.
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5.2

Recommendations

Following recommendations emerged from the findings of this study:
1) Broad research efforts with specific emphasis on vocal recordings need to be
conducted in the coastal forests of Malawi and Tanzania as well as in the Eastern
Arc Mountains to establish galago species diversity.
2) Specific long term research efforts in the areas of galago presence, especially
areas inhabiting all six taxa of this study, focused on vocal recordings, penile
morphology, ranging patterns, and gene flow between populations, are needed to
retrieve more baseline data on these taxa.
3) There is a need to establish further traits of importance for galagos specific-mate
recognition system. For example, experimental studies of vision’s importance in
species recognition. This would help shedding light on face masks importance as
SMRS.
4) Make all available galago vocal recordings, in particular advertising calls, digital
for easy access from a designated website and/or reference library (e.g. British
Library’s sound archive; Nocturnal Primate Research Group) accompanied by call
description and unison nomenclature.
5) NPRG should actively work for assessing galago taxa conservation status
according IUCN Red List recommendations to further enhance their protective
status.
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APPENDIX 1

Vision and face masks in galagos

It has been recognized that face masks appear species specific in galagos (Bearder,
1999; Figure A1.1) and could play a part for their specific-mate recognition system
(SMRS) (Paterson, 1985). Recent research also implies that vision may have a more
prominent role in nocturnal prosimian behavior than previously believed (Bearder et al.,
2006) but until specific studies on galagos visual recognition capabilities are conducted,
vision’s importance for galago SMRS remains speculative.

Figure A1.1. Following the template of Bearder’s (1999) face mask illustration, photographs of
galago taxa faces have been manipulated to emphasize their alleged appearance when encountering
each other in the dark. Each image is size adjusted making distal eye spacing equal across taxa to
allow objective comparisons between face appendices (ears, eyes, nose, etc.). 1. Galagoides thomasi; 2.
G. demidovii; 3. G. cf. cocos; 4. G. granti; 5. G. rondoensis, Pugu population; 6. G. rondoensis, Rondo
population; 7. G. sp. nov. 3; 8. G. zanzibaricus; 9. G. orinus; 10. Galago gallarum; 11. Ga. matschiei;
12. Ga. moholi; 13. Ga. senegalensis; 14. Galagidae sp. nov.; 15. Euoticus elegantulus; 16.
Sciurocheirus sp. nov.; 17. S. alleni; 18. Otolemur crassicaudatus: 19. O. garnetti.
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APPENDIX 2

Intraspecific variations of vocal profiles

Table A2.1 Intraspecific analysis of variance for the Mozambique galago, Rondo forest reserve,
Tanzania.
Call
Incremental Call

Buzz

Screech

Sweep-Screech

Buzz-Screech

Squeak

Yap

Double Squawk
***

= p < 0.001;

**

Unit
Unit Duration
Inter-unit duration

N
17
17

df
2

Unit Duration
Inter-unit duration

5
5

2

Unit Duration
Inter-unit duration

3
3

2

Unit Duration
Inter-unit duration

19
19

2

Unit Duration
Inter-unit duration

7
7

2

Unit Duration
Inter-unit duration

11
11

2

Unit Duration
Inter-unit duration

31
31

2

Unit Duration
Inter-unit duration

8
8

2

T

χ2

Z

12.28**
48.5

0.65ns
1.78ns

3.0

1.21ns
0.55ns

0.0

1.60ns
2.58ns

87.0

1.0

0.32ns
6.00*
2.20*
5.09ns

19.0

1.24ns
3.42ns

147.0

1.52ns
0.75ns
2.20*

0.0

*

= p < 0.01; = p < 0.05; ns = not significant

Table A2.2 Intraspecific analysis of variance for the Kalwe galago., Nhkata Bay, Malawi.
Call
Incremental Call

N
19
19

df
2

Screech

Unit Duration
Inter-unit duration

2
N/A

2

Sweep-Screech

Unit Duration
Inter-unit duration

7
7

2

Unit Duration
Inter-unit duration

3
3

2

Shivering Screech

Unit Duration
Inter-unit duration

2
N/A

2

3.00ns

Squeak

Unit Duration
Inter-unit duration

2
N/A

2

3.00ns

Yap

Unit Duration
Inter-unit duration

5
5

2

Unit Duration
Inter-unit duration

10
10

2

Buzz-Screech

Chirrup
***

T

χ2

Unit
Unit Duration
Inter-unit duration

Z

27.76***
64.5

0.18ns
2.00ns

0.31ns
13.5

0.08ns
4.67ns

2.0

0.53ns

0.74ns
6.0

0.40ns
0.63ns

14.5

1.33ns

= p < 0.001; ** = p < 0.01; * = p < 0.05; ns = not significant
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Table A2.3 Intraspecific analysis of variance for the mountain dwarf galago, Eastern Arc Mountains,
Tanzania.
Call
Repetitive Call

N
3
3

df
2

Screech

Unit Duration
Inter-unit duration

8
N/A

2

9.80**

Descending Screech

Unit Duration
Inter-unit duration

16
9

2

12.4**

Unit Duration
Inter-unit duration

14
15

2

Unit Duration
Inter-unit duration

15
11

2

Unit Duration
Inter-unit duration

5
N/A

2

Yap

Shivering trills

Chatter
***

T

χ2

Unit
Unit Duration
Inter-unit duration

Z

0.67ns
0.0

1.60ns

6.0

0.84ns
2.74ns

35.0

1.10ns
2.44ns

27.0

0.53ns
0.11ns

= p < 0.001; ** = p < 0.01; * = p < 0.05; ns = not significant

Table A2.4 Intraspecific analysis of variance for the Ukinga galago, Mt Rungwe, Tanzania,
Call
Repetitive Call

N
10
10

df
2

Unit Duration
Inter-unit duration

7
4

2

Unit Duration
Inter-unit duration

4
4

2

Descending Screech

Unit Duration
Inter-unit duration

2
N/A

2

Yap

Unit Duration
Inter-unit duration

10
10

2

Unit Duration
Inter-unit duration

6
9

2

Chatter

Unit Duration
Inter-unit duration

2
N/A

2

3.71ns

Chatter Staccato

Unit Duration
Inter-unit duration

3
N/A

2

4.91ns

Screech

Double Screech

Grunt-Yap

***

T

χ2

Unit
Unit Duration
Inter-unit duration

Z

0.16ns
2.01*

5.5
0.54ns
4.0

0.37ns
2.92ns

4.0

0.37ns
2.00ns

0.80ns
15.0

1.27ns
4.11ns

9.0

0.31ns

= p < 0.001; ** = p < 0.01; * = p < 0.05; ns = not significant

Table A2.5 Intraspecific analysis of variance for the Pugu dwarf galago, Pugu forest reserve,
Tanzania.
Call
S.U. Rolling Call

Unit
Unit Duration
Inter-unit duration

N
15
15

df
2

T

χ2

Z

3.10ns
40.0

0.38ns
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Buzz

Grunt

Rapid Whistle
***

Unit Duration
Inter-unit duration

3
3

2

Unit Duration
Inter-unit duration

4
4

2

Unit Duration
Inter-unit duration

11
11

2

0.67ns
0.0

1.60ns
1.40ns

5.0

0.00ns
0.48ns

6.0

1.68ns

= p < 0.001; ** = p < 0.01; * = p < 0.05; ns = not significant

Table A2.6 Intraspecific analysis of variance for the Rondo dwarf galago, Rondo forest reserve,
Tanzania.
Call
D.U. Rolling Call

Buzz

Screech

Squeaks

Grunt

Screech-Grunt

Yap

Grunt-Yap

Double Squawk

Chatter

Chirrup

Shivering Twitter

Rapid Whistle
***

= p < 0.001;

**

Unit
Unit Duration
Inter-unit duration

N
6
6

df
2

Unit Duration
Inter-unit duration

2
2

2

Unit Duration
Inter-unit duration

10
10

2

Unit Duration
Inter-unit duration

2
2

2

Unit Duration
Inter-unit duration

13
13

2

Unit Duration
Inter-unit duration

34
34

2

Unit Duration
Inter-unit duration

23
23

2

Unit Duration
Inter-unit duration

4
4

2

Unit Duration
Inter-unit duration

8
8

2

Unit Duration
Inter-unit duration

7
7

2

Unit Duration
Inter-unit duration

5
5

2

Unit Duration
Inter-unit duration

11
11

2

Unit Duration
Inter-unit duration

24
25

2

T

χ2

Z

2.27ns
8.5

0.42ns
4.00ns

0.0

N/A
6.24*

20.0

0.76ns
3.00ns

0.0

N/A
2.91ns

25.0

1.10ns
3.15ns

287.5

0.17ns
2.14ns

89.5

1.48ns
0.50ns

4.0

0.37ns
3.68ns
1.96*

4.0
7.46*
12.0

0.34ns
2.00ns

2.0

1.48ns
0,18ns

17.0

1.42ns
0.30ns

5.5

3.36***

*

= p < 0.01; = p < 0.05; ns = not significant
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APPENDIX 3

Oscillograms and spectrograms of vocal profiles

Oscillograms and spectrograms of (almost) all identified simple calls of each taxon’s
vocal profile. A few calls were identified from poor quality or loud background noise
recordings and no image of the call could be extracted.
A3.1

Mozambique galago - Galagoides granti

Figure A3.1 Oscillogram and spectrogram of an Incremental Call emitted by the Mozambique
galago.

Figure A3.2 Oscillogram and spectrogram of Buzzes emitted by the Mozambique galago.

Figure A3.3 Oscillogram and spectrogram of Screeches emitted by the Mozambique galago.
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Figure A3.4 Oscillogram and spectrogram of a Yap and a Sweep-Screech emitted by the
Mozambique galago.

Figure A3.5 Oscillogram and spectrogram of a Buzz-Screech emitted by the Mozambique galago.

Figure A3.6 Oscillogram and spectrogram of Squeak emitted by the Mozambique galago.

Figure A3.7Oscillogram and spectrogram of Double Squawk emitted by the Mozambique galago.
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A3.2

Kalwe galago - Galagoides sp. nov. 1

Figure A3.8 Oscillogram and spectrogram of an Incremental Call emitted by the Kalwe galago.

Figure A3.9 Oscillogram and spectrogram of Buzzes emitted by the Kalwe galago. Black central line
in spectrogram is loud background noise.

Figure A3.10 Oscillogram and spectrogram of Screeches emitted by the Kalwe galago.
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Figure A3.11 Oscillogram and spectrogram of Sweep-Screeches emitted by the Kalwe galago. Black
central line is loud background noise.

Figure A3.12 Oscillogram and spectrogram of Yaps and Buzz-Screeches emitted by the Kalwe
galago.

Figure A3.13 Oscillogram and spectrogram of Shriek emitted by the Kalwe galago.

Figure A3.14 Oscillogram and spectrogram of Squeak emitted by the Kalwe galago.
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Figure A3.15 Oscillogram and spectrogram of Chatter emitted by the Kalwe galago.

Figure A3.16 Oscillogram and spectrogram of Chirrup emitted by the Kalwe galago.

Figure A3.17 Oscillogram and spectrogram of Double whistle emitted by the Kalwe galago.
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A3.3

Mountain dwarf galago - Galagoides orinus

Figure A3.18 Oscillogram and spectrogram of a Repetitive Call emitted by the mountain dwarf
galago.

Figure A3.19 Oscillogram and spectrogram of a Buzz and Descending Screech emitted by the
mountain dwarf galago.

Figure A.3.20 Oscillogram and spectrogram of Grunts (short black lines leveling ~700 Hz on the
spectrogram) and Screech emitted by the mountain dwarf galago.
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Figure A3.21 Oscillogram and spectrogram of Descending Screech emitted by the mountain dwarf
galago.

Figure A3.22 Oscillogram and spectrogram of Chatter emitted by the mountain dwarf galago.

Figure A3.23 Oscillogram and spectrogram of Twitter emitted by the mountain dwarf galago.

Figure A.3.24 Oscillogram and spectrogram of Yaps and Shivering Trills emitted by the mountain
dwarf galago.
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A3.4

Ukinga galago - Galagoides sp. nov. 3

Figure A3.25 Oscillogram and spectrogram of a Repetitive Call emitted by the Ukinga galago.

Figure A3.26 Oscillogram and spectrogram of Buzz emitted from the Ukinga galago.

Figure A3.27 Oscillogram and spectrogram of a Screech emitted by the Ukinga galago.
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Figure A3.28 Oscillogram and spectrogram of Double Screech emitted by the Ukinga galago.

Figure A3.29 Oscillogram and spectrogram of Double Squeak emitted by the Ukinga galago.

Figure A3.30 Oscillogram and spectrogram of Grunt Yap emitted by the Ukinga galago.

Figure A3.31Oscillogram and spectrogram of Strident Yap emitted by the Ukinga galago.
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Figure A3.32 Oscillogram and spectrogram of Yaps (faint) and Descending Screech emitted by the
Ukinga galago.

Figure A3.33 Oscillogram and spectrogram of Chatter emitted by the Ukinga galago.

Figure A3.34 Oscillogram and spectrogram of Yaps and Chatter Staccato emitted by the Ukinga
galago.

Figure A3.35 Oscillogram and spectrogram of Descending Whistle emitted by the Ukinga galago.
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Figure A3.36 Oscillogram and spectrogram of Yaps and Rapid Whistle emitted by the Ukinga
galago.

A3.5

Pugu dwarf galago - Galagoides rondoensis

Figure A3.37 Oscillogram and spectrogram of a Single Unit Rolling Call emitted by the Pugu dwarf
galago.

Figure A3.38 Oscillogram and spectrogram of Buzz and Rapid Whistle emitted by the Pugu dwarf
galago.
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Figure A3.39 Oscillogram and spectrogram of Chatter (with scale rise around the 3.2 second mark)
emitted by the Pugu dwarf galago.

Figure A.3.40 Oscillogram and spectrogram of Grunts and Shriek emitted by the Pugu dwarf galago.

A3.6

Rondo dwarf galago - Galagoides rondoensis

Figure A3.41 Oscillogram and spectrogram of Double Unit Rolling Call emitted by the Rondo dwarf
galago.
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Figure A3.42 Oscillogram and spectrogram of a Buzz and Rapid Whistle emitted by the Rondo
dwarf galago.

Figure A3.43 Oscillogram and spectrogram of Chatter emitted by the Rondo dwarf galago.

Figure A3.44 Oscillogram and spectrogram of Screech emitted by the Rondo dwarf galago.

Figure A3.45 Oscillogram and spectrogram of Yap and Squeak emitted by the Rondo dwarf galago.
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Figure A3.46 Oscillogram and spectrogram of Shriek emitted by the Rondo dwarf galago.

Figure A3.47 Oscillogram and spectrogram of Grunts emitted by the Rondo dwarf galago.

Figure A3.48 Oscillogram and spectrogram of Screech-Grunt emitted by the Rondo dwarf galago.

Figure A3.49 Oscillogram and spectrogram of Grunt-Yap emitted by the Rondo dwarf galago.
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Figure A3.50 Oscillogram and spectrogram of Yap and Chirrup emitted by the Rondo dwarf galago.

Figure A3.51 Oscillogram and spectrogram of Yap and Shivering Twitter emitted by the Rondo
dwarf galago.

Figure A3.52 Oscillogram and spectrogram of Double-Squawk emitted by the Rondo dwarf galago.
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